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Abstract 
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Supervisors: Mukul M. Sharma and Jon E. Olson 

 

This work explains the effect of failure on permeability anisotropy and dilation in sands. 

Shear failure is widely observed in field operations. There is incomplete understanding of the 

influence of shear failure in sand formations. Shear plane orientations are dependent on the stress 

anisotropy and that view is confirmed in this research. The effect of shear failure on the 

permeability is confirmed and calculated. Description of permeability anisotropy due to shear 

failure has also been discussed. 

In this work, three-dimensional discrete element modeling is used to model the behavior 

of uncemented and weakly cemented sand samples. Mechanical deformation data from 

experiments conducted on sand samples is used to calibrate the properties of the spherical 

particles in the simulations. Orientation of the failure planes (due to mechanical deformation) is 

analyzed both in an axi-symmetric stress regime (cylindrical specimen) and a non-axi-symmetric 
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stress regime (right cuboidal specimen). Pore network fluid flow simulations are conducted 

before and after mechanical deformation to observe the effect of failure and stress anisotropy on 

the permeability and dilation of the granular specimen. 

A rolling resistance strategy is applied in the simulations, incorporating the stiffness of 

the specimens due to particle angularity, aiding in the calibration of the simulated samples against 

experimental data to derive optimum granular scale elastic and friction properties. A flexible 

membrane algorithm is applied on the lateral boundary of the simulation samples to implement 

the effect of a rubber/latex jacket. The effect of particle size distribution, stress anisotropy, and 

confining pressure on failure, permeability and dilation is studied. 

Using the calibrated micro-properties, simulations are extended to non-cylindrical 

specimen geometries to simulate field-like anisotropic stress regimes. The shear failure plane 

alignment is observed to be parallel to the maximum horizontal stress plane. Pore network fluid 

flow simulations confirm the increase in permeability due to shear failure and show a 

significantly greater permeability increase in the maximum horizontal stress direction. Using the 

flow simulations, anisotropy in the permeability field is observed by plotting the permeability 

ellipsoid. Samples with a small value of inter-granular cohesion depict greater shear failure, 

larger permeability increase and a greater permeability anisotropy than samples with a larger 

value of inter-granular cohesion. This is estimated by the number of micro-cracks observed. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Much of the oil and gas, is produced from unconsolidated sand reservoirs. 

However, the petroleum industry does not have a comprehensive understanding of the 

mechanism of production in such environments. Thus, problems associated with 

unconsolidated sand reservoirs have become a growing concern.  The major problems 

associated with such reservoirs are sand production, wellbore stability issues, excessive 

reservoir compaction, and permeability alteration during production. Numerous 

investigations have sought to understand the mechanisms driving the above-mentioned 

problems, and to model the processes. These investigations have involved experiments, 

field tests and numerical simulations.  

Soft rock formations (including both unconsolidated formations and weakly 

cemented rocks) exhibit very different mechanical response in comparison to hard rock 

formations (well cemented rocks). Some of the distinct traits of the mentioned soft rock 

formations are lower shear strength, lower tensile strength, higher compressibility and 

stronger influence of pore pressure and external (in-situ) stresses on permeability and 

failure  (Nikraz et al. 1994; Ruistuen et al. 1999; Abass et al. 2002; Saidi et al. 2004; Al-

Tahini et al. 2006; Dautriat et al. 2007). The pore structure of a reservoir rock constantly 

bears stresses, both from inside the rock (pore pressure) and outside the rock (due to 

surrounding rock formations). These stresses acting on the rock can lead to deformation, 

strain and eventually failure. Some of the problems associated with the failure of rock are 

sand production and compaction. Both these processes are a hindrance to the oil and gas 

industry. While sand production can lead to damage to production equipment, 

compaction can cause subsidence, porosity decrease, permeability decrease and well 

failure. Soft rock is more prone to such problems due to the above-mentioned traits of 
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lower strength and higher compressibility. Understanding sand behavior to avoid the 

above-mentioned problems thus is extremely necessary and crucial to any oil and gas 

field venture.  

Like hard rocks, soft rock failure can include the formation of cracks and 

fractures, which act as preferential paths to flow due to the effect of the stresses and 

strains occurring in the system. Preferentially directed high fluid conductivity zones 

depend on the stress regime before and after failure (M. S. Bruno et al. 1991; Al-Harthy 

et al. 1998; Ruistuen et al. 1999). We attempt to study the conditions for the formation of 

the mentioned cracks and high conductivity zones in this research. 

In recent years, an increase in computational ability has improved and speeded up 

the computational modeling of rock behavior and has attracted much attention. The 

advantage of numerical simulations lies in their ability to simulate the behavior of sand 

under conditions that are difficult to create in the laboratory. For example, it is very 

difficult to manage a true tri-axial test in the laboratory, but a properly calibrated 

simulation can help perform the same test on a computer with relative ease. These 

computational models can be broadly classified as continuum models and discrete 

element models (Cundall 2001). 

The models based on the continuum assumption have proven to be powerful tools 

to describe soil behavior, but do not represent the local discontinuous nature of the 

material. They mathematically model the observed processes on a macroscopic scale 

(Belheine, Plassiard, Donzé, Darve, & Seridi, 2009). In the continuum models, the 

mechanical microstructure, which determines the rock behavior, is not considered; 

instead the material and its properties are mathematically dealt with as a continuum. The 

mechanical damage and failure properties, the transport properties, and the coupling 

between fluid pressures, flow and the mechanics of the material are indirectly modeled by 
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applying changes in the constitutive relationships between stress and strain. Several such 

constitutive relations between permeability, porosity and stress state for different kinds of 

rocks have been reported (Bouteca et al. 2000). Continuum theory has been used 

previously to simulate unconsolidated sand as an approximate fluid, but it lacks the 

detailed physics of the microstructure of the sand (Baxter, Behringer, Fagert, & G. A. 

Johnson, 1989). Continuum mechanics lacks a detailed description of the discontinuous 

phenomena observed in granular materials that induce special features like anisotropy, 

local instabilities, micro fractures etc. (Belheine, Plassiard, Donzé, Darve, & Seridi, 

2009). Thus, there is the need for a method that can describe the discrete nature of sands 

and help in understanding the effect of various parameters of sand at the granular scale.  

The discrete element method is based on the fundamental laws of contact physics 

and hence can be used to capture the physics of rock behavior starting from the 

microstructure. In some DEM models, the rock can be approximated as a collection of 

bonded or un-bonded particles, hence providing a way of considering the effect of 

important micro-mechanisms. Discrete element modeling has been used in the past to 

model processes observed in the petroleum industry such as sand production, faulted 

reservoir behavior, failure around openings and arch stability (Bratli & Risnes 1981). Our 

current research is focused on unconsolidated and weakly cemented sand and associated 

phenomena. 

A discrete element model such as the Particle Flow Code 3D (PFC
3D

), which was 

used in the current research, simulates an aggregate of cemented and un-cemented balls 

(3D).  These balls (3D) each represent a grain of the material being simulated. There are 

various contact models that can be applied to the material according to the needs of the 

researcher. These contact models define the equations according to which the particles 

would interact. Any change in the system set-up, such as a change in the boundary 
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condition, would affect the grains in the system. More background on the models and 

methods of PFC
3D

 is provided in Chapter 2. 

Cundall and Strack (1979) introduced and developed discrete element 

methodology. A vast amount of work has been done using bonded particle models for 

cemented rocks. Studying the micromechanics by tuning the micromechanical parameters 

has been discussed (Qinglai Ni et al. 1997; Potyondy & Cundall 2004; W. Powrie et al. 

2005; Y. Fu 2005; Cui & O‘Sullivan 2006; O‘Sullivan & Cui 2009). Micromechanical 

view of stress corrosion and cracking has also been studied (Potyondy & Cundall 2004; 

Potyondy 2007; Park et al. 2010). Simulations have been performed to establish the 

sedimentary rock reconstruction and deformation (Boutt 2002; Jin et al. 2003; Seyferth & 

Henk 2005). Various methods have been established to describe sand grain shapes and 

how the stresses acting on large clusters of sand grains leads to crushing of sand (Pullen 

& Williamson 1972; Y. Zhou et al. 2002; Y. P. Cheng et al. 2003; Alonso-Marroquin et 

al. 2007; Cho et al. 2007; Kock & Huhn 2007; Matsushima et al. 2009). Various 

algorithms have been proposed and discussed for generating dense packs of sand grains 

and discussing the importance of packing on sand behavior (Makse et al. 2000; Boutt & 

McPherson 2002; Bagi 2005). 

Evidence of relationship between sand production and shear failure of rock has 

been discussed (Perkins & Weingarten 1988; I. Larsen & Fjaer 1999; Abass et al. 2002; 

Nouri et al. 2006). Localization of shear failure zones in the sand samples can lead to 

dilation of samples (I. Larsen & Fjaer 1999). This shear band formation has been 

observed in both experiments and simulations (M. S. Bruno et al. 1991; Bardet & Proubet 

1992; Horabik et al. 2000; J. Zhou & Chi 2003; Hu 2004; Alonso-Marroquin et al. 2007; 

Riedel et al. 2008; Castelli et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2010; Schall & van Hecke 2010). The 

microstructure development of these shear bands has been discussed using numerical 
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simulation techniques and continuum theories (Vardoulakis 1989; Bardet & Proubet 

1992; K Iwashita 2000; Okada & Nemat-Nasser 2001; Gardiner & A. Tordesillas 2004; 

Mahmood & Kazuyoshi Iwashita 2010). 

Mechanical deformation of formations leads to development of shear failure 

zones as discussed above. This mechanical deformation can also lead to variation in the 

fluid flow response through the samples. Some constitutive models have been developed 

to relate deformation and permeability (Bouteca et al. 2000; Crawford & Yale 2002). 

Various experiments have been conducted by numerous researchers to describe the 

influence of stress anisotropy, stress path, compaction and mechanical deformation of 

rock on the permeability evolution of the rock samples (Hyman et al. 1991; M. S. Bruno 

et al. 1991; Zhu et al. 1997; Bai et al. 2002; R. C. K. Wong 2003; Dautriat et al. 2007; 

Clavaud et al. 2008; Dautriat, Gland, Guelard, et al. 2009; Dautriat, Gland, Youssef, et al. 

2009; Khan 2009; Olson et al. 2009). Numerous computer simulations have also been 

performed to establish the effect of mechanical deformation on permeability evolution in 

rocks (M. S. Bruno et al. 1996; Karacan et al. 2001; L. Li & Holt 2002; R. C. K. Wong 

2003; Holt et al. 2005; Holt et al. 2008; Yaich 2008). 

Bruno reported a comprehensive account of stress-induced permeability 

anisotropy and damage in sedimentary rock and the underlying micromechanics (M. 

Bruno, 1994). He refers to the permeability reduction due to hydrostatic stress. He also 

refers to the influence of non-hydrostatic stress on permeability. Permeability changes in 

samples were greatly influenced by the ratio of applied stresses (M. S. Bruno, Bovberg, 

& Nakagawa, 1991). Bruno discusses three, moderate porosity to high porosity, 

cylindrical samples that exhibit high permeability. Identical mechanical deformation 

experiments are performed on the sand samples where the samples are first 

hydrostatically loaded to about 3 MPa and then the axial load is increased in steps to 12 
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to 15 MPa. The sample then is brought back to a 3 MPa hydrostatically stressed condition 

and is then radially loaded in steps to 12-15 MPa. At each of the steps the axial 

permeability is measured in the samples. He observes greater permeability reduction in 

the axial direction when the sample was loaded radially than when the sample was loaded 

axially. He discussed the development of failure microstructure as given below. 

As compressive stress is first applied to a sample, micro-fractures occur at grain 

boundaries and are predominantly oriented parallel to the primary loading axis. 

The micro-cracks are initially distributed uniformly throughout the sample and 

later coalesce and concentrate in narrow deformation bands. 

Three mechanisms for permeability alteration due to the micro-cracking processes 

discussed above have been established (M. Bruno, 1994). 

1. Pore volume compression and reduction in mean pore throat radii leading 

to permeability reduction. 

2. Preferential closure of existing micro-cracks and elongated pores. 

3. Additional micro-cracking events due to local shear and tensile failure of 

the intergranular and intragranular bonds. This creates high conductivity 

flow channels hence increasing permeability. 

The above three mechanisms sometimes work against each other and the 

dominant mechanism is hard to establish. Bruno concluded that increased deviatoric 

stress levels led to the third mechanism being the dominant mechanism hence 

counteracting the first and the second mechanisms. 

Work done earlier (Soares & Derreira 2002; Khan 2009) has established that the 

increase in axial permeability was constrained to those tri-axial experiments on 

uncemented sand in which the confining pressure was low. It was discovered that at 

higher confining pressures (200 psi) the measured axial permeability reduced by as much 
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as 50% of the initial permeability whereas experiments conducted at a lower confining 

pressure (50 psi) showed an increase in permeability in the axial direction. 

The current research has been aimed at identifying the effect of mechanical 

deformation on unconsolidated sand and associated permeability change using 

computational techniques. Discrete element modeling of real experiments exactly is an 

arduous task because of computational limitations.  

In the current work, effort has been made to make the numerical simulations 

represent the experiments as accurately as possible using the most accurate assumptions. 

Both previous and current students have conducted the experiments in the Rock 

Mechanics laboratory in the Department of Petroleum and Geosystems Engineering at 

The University of Texas at Austin. Care has been taken to simulate the polydispersity of 

the sand particles accurately. The experimental setup has been modeled with precision 

and the simulation sand packs have been generated using a modified random seed 

algorithm. 

The simulations of the mechanical deformation tests considered have been 

calibrated against the experimental test results by comparing the respective stress-strain 

responses. Various visualization techniques have been developed and discussed to 

describe and depict the local deformation mechanisms occurring in the uncemented sand 

simulation samples after mechanical deformation. Thereafter, fluid flow is conducted 

using an established pore-network modeling technique and a novel effort has been made 

to describe the flow conductivity of the sample in all three dimensions (Bryant, King, & 

Mellor, 1993). 

After performing the simulations for the cylindrical samples, the method has been 

extrapolated to samples of rectangular geometry. This was done so as to replicate field-

like stress conditions in the samples and observe the effect of anisotropy on the stresses 
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in the horizontal plane. The effect of sample geometry and the effect of the anisotropy of 

stresses in the horizontal plane on the failure patterns and directional permeability 

measurements has been studied and the simulations results were found to reproduce some 

experimental behavior (M. Bruno, 1994). 

This thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter 2 presents the methodology used 

in this project. The chapter includes a detailed background on PFC
3D

,  describes the 

methodology used to create the models for the various mechanical deformation tests used 

in this project and includes a description of the other processing tools used in this 

research. Chapter 3 contains the results from the mechanical deformation simulations, the 

post processing tools and the fluid flow network modeling simulations. Chapter 4 

concludes with a summary of the work done, the knowledge established and the proposed 

future work.
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Chapter 2: Methodology 

This chapter describes the software used for our analysis and describes the 

simulation scheme to model the experimental samples. The post-processing tools used are 

also described. In addition, the fluid flow methodology has been explained. 

2.1 BACKGROUND AND GENERAL INFORMATION 

Particle Flow Code 3D (PFC
3D

) models the movement and interaction of spherical 

particles in three dimensions by applying the distinct element method (DEM) (Cundall & 

Strack 1979). PFC
3D

 software models the dynamic behavior of assemblies of arbitrarily 

sized spherical particles. Although the granular material seems to be PFC
3D

‘s natural 

domain of operation, solid and brittle material may also be modeled by using a proper 

bonding model between the individual particles (Itasca, 2008). The result is a solid, 

which with the right amount and properties of bonding behaves mechanically like a solid 

brittle object. The variation in amount, strength and stiffness of the bond, which 

corresponds to the different amounts and qualities of cementation in real rocks, together 

with other micro mechanical properties of the assembled sample allows to model 

materials with different macro mechanical properties.  

In contrast to continuum models, where one needs to use totally different 

theoretical models to account for the behavior of different materials, the transition in the 

DEM method of PFC
3D

 is smooth. By changing the relevant micro-mechanical properties 

one gets a different macro-mechanical response. The ability to add bonds to particles is of 

value particularly in the case of sandstones and siliciclastics in general, where it is known 

that the rock we observe today is a product of the diagenesis of the initially loose 

individual grains of sand where compaction and cementation occurs with time. 
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However this flexibility of the DEM method applied in PFC
3D

 comes at a price. 

Compared to continuum models, the geometry of the problem; properties of the solution; 

the boundary setting and the initial conditions are not so straightforward. For example, 

there is no unique method to assemble a sample of a specified porosity, permeability or 

mechanical properties since there is no unique technique for packing a large number of 

particles. Forces between the particles, hence stresses within the assembly and the stress 

boundary conditions, depend on the particular packing of the particles. Also, 

incorporating accurate grain geometry could be cumbersome and lead to a computer 

intensive code. Hence, an approximation of a spherical grain shape is generally assumed. 

2.1.1 Calculation cycle 

PFC
3D

 follows a time-stepping algorithm. The algorithm includes application of 

the law of motion to each particle and a force-displacement law at each contact, every 

time-step. Thus the algorithm repeatedly updates the position of all the particles based on 

the interaction of that particle with the surrounding particles. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 

calculation cycle methodology used in PFC
3D

. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - Calculation cycle in PFC
3D

 (Itasca, 2008) 
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2.2 CONTACT MODELS 

A contact model describes the physical behavior of a contact. A contact can be 

either between two particles or between a particle and a wall. Using relatively simple 

contact models at the particle level, the nonlinear constitutive behavior of a particle 

assembly can be achieved. A contact model may consist of up to three parts: (1) a 

stiffness model, (2) a slip model, and (3) a bonding model. 

2.2.1 Stiffness models 

The two stiffness models used in PFC
3D

 are the linear-spring model and the 

simplified Hertz-Mindlin model. The forces applied on the particles are defined 

individually as functions of contact stiffnesses and relative displacements in normal and 

tangential directions using (2.1) and (2.2).  The normal stiffness relates the total normal 

force to the total normal displacement (secant stiffness), whereas the shear stiffness 

relates the increment of shear force to the increment of shear displacement (tangent 

stiffness). 

 
n n n

i iF = K U n        (2.1) 

s s s

i iF = -k U        (2.2) 

The contact stiffness expressions differ for the linear-spring and the Hertz-

Mindlin contact models though the expressions described above in (2.1) and (2.2) still 

hold.  

2.2.1.1 Linear model 

The contact stiffness for the linear contact model is computed analogous to two 

springs acting in series. Thus the contact normal secant stiffness and the contact shear 

tangent stiffness are given by the expressions shown below in (2.3) and (2.4). The 

superscripts [A] and [B] denote the two particles in contact. 
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The linear model allows the application of slipping behavior, an optional contact-

bond and parallel-bond behavior and constant stiffness. The bond behaviors will be 

described later. 

2.2.1.2 Hertz model 

The Hertz-Mindlin contact model, unlike the linear model is a nonlinear contact 

formulation (Mindlin, 1954). The input parameters for this model are the elastic constants 

of the grains, namely the shear modulus (G) and the Poisson's ratio (). The contact 

normal secant stiffness and the contact shear tangent stiffness are given below in (2.5) 

and (2.6). 
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where nU  is the sphere overlap, and n

iF  is the magnitude of the normal contact force. 

The various multipliers in the equations above are defined differently for ball-to-ball 

contact and ball-to-wall contact. 

2.2.2 Slip model 

The slip model in PFC
3D

 sets an upper limit to the value of the shear force ( max

sF  

in (2.7)) on a particle as a function of the normal force on the particle and the coefficient 

of friction: 
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s n

max i
F = F  (2.7) 

Thus when the shear force exceeds the maximum shear force defined for the 

contact, the new shear force is defined as the maximum shear force as shown in (2.8). 

 
s s s s

i max i maxIf F F ,F =F  (2.8) 

2.2.3 Bonding models 

PFC
3D

 allows two kinds of bonding behaviors in its contact models: the contact 

bond and the parallel bond. A contact bond is like a pair of elastic springs with constant 

normal and shear stiffnesses acting at the point of contact. A parallel bond can be 

envisioned as the cement occurring between the grains in rocks. In the current research 

the parallel bond model was used to simulate cohesion between the grains. 

The parameters involved in describing a parallel bond between two grains are 

normal stiffness, tangential stiffness, parallel bond radius, parallel bond shear strength 

and parallel bond tensile strength. The cohesion is assumed to be directly dependent on 

the parallel bond shear strength and is varied by varying the parallel bond shear strength 

value. 

2.2.4 Rolling resistance model 

The objective of the current research is to simulate behavior of sand. Sand 

particles are generally non-spherical in shape. This non-spherical shape of sand grains 

provides resistance to free rolling of the sand particles in a sand-pack. In the absence of 

non-spherical shaped particles in the simulations, the effect of a rolling resistance needs 

to be artificially simulated. 

PFC
3D

 offers an alternative to spherical grain shapes in the form of clumps. A 

clump is a super-particle in which the particles comprising the clump remain at a fixed 

distance from each other and do not break apart. This super-particle can be of a general 
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shape and can be used to represent realistic grain shapes. Ideally, identifying the shapes 

of the sand grains by observing them under a microscope and then building the shapes, as 

clump particles should solve the rotational resistance problem (Cho, Martin, and Sego 

2007). Though this process could be accurate, it is significantly more time consuming 

than just using spherical particles, both in generation as well as implementation. 

We identified that we needed to control the rolling of the spherical particles to 

reproduce the stress-strain response observed in the simulation. Free rolling of the 

particles formed extremely weak samples while curbing particle rolling by not allowing 

rolling at all seemed extreme and neither approach could reproduce accurate stress-strain 

behavior of the samples. Thus, we needed a rolling mechanism that was a combination of 

free rolling and no rolling. 

Rolling resistance models found in literature (Iwashita 2000; Tordesillas and S 

Walsh 2002; Jiang, Yu, and Harris 2005; Belheine et al. 2009; Tordesillas and Shi 2009; 

Widulinski, Kozicki, and Tejchman 2009), were complex and time consuming in 

application. They involved tracking the contacts between particles in the assembly and 

based on the moment transferred at the contact a constricted angular velocity needed to 

be defined. Figure 2.2 depicts the various parameters used in describing a rolling 

resistance model (Y. Zhou et al. 2001). Figure 2.3 gives the table of expressions used to 

describe a discrete element model with a rolling resistance model. The calculation of the 

Torque (Tij) and Friction torque (Mij) help in simulating the rolling resistance. This 

calculation needs to be done at each time step and hence increases the simulation time.  
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Figure 2.2 - Two-dimensional illustration of the forces and torque acting on particle i in 

contact with particle j. F represents force, m represents mass,  represents angular 

velocities, R represents radius of the respective particles, V represents the velocity of the 

particle and M represents the moment. (Y. Zhou et al. 2001) 

In the current work, we approached the problem of rolling resistance by 

calibrating the response of the simulations against the experimental data by regularly 

curbing the rolling of the particles for a fixed number (Curb_Rolling_Factor) of time-

steps. This curbing of rolling simulates the effect of particle shape as effectively the 

number of rotations of each particle is reduced. The calibrated values of 

Curb_Rolling_Factor were observed to be dependent on the confining pressure of the 

axi-symmetric tri-axial assembly. This approach for simulating rolling resistance makes 

the model accurate in describing the stress-strain behavior of the simulation samples. It is 
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relatively less time consuming compared to the rolling resistance models found in 

literature yet our simplified rolling resistance model is able to simulate the effect of 

particle shape and reproduce the macroscopic stress strain response as observed in 

experiments (Iwashita 2000; Tordesillas and S Walsh 2002; Jiang, Yu, and Harris 2005; 

Belheine et al. 2009; Tordesillas and Shi 2009; Widulinski, Kozicki, and Tejchman 

2009). 

Figure 2.3 - Components of forces and torque acting on particle i. (Y. Zhou et al. 2001) 

2.3 SIMULATION MODELS 

In order to create a numerical specimen that is representative of a physical 

specimen, the information required can be classified into two broad categories, namely 

the particle properties and the sample cell properties. The particle properties comprise the 

elasticity parameters of the particles, the friction coefficients of the particles, the 

cohesion/parallel bond stiffness allocated between the particles, the particle size 

distribution, and the sample porosity. The sample cell properties comprise the sample 
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dimensions, the sample geometry, the sample wall/jacket stiffness, and the boundary 

conditions to be applied. 

A simulation test procedure is primarily defined by the sample cell properties; for 

example, the boundary conditions in an axi-symmetric confined compression test and an 

axi-symmetric tri-axial compression test differ. More detail on this is discussed below. 

2.3.1 Specimen preparation 

In order to simulate mechanical deformation tests using DEM, specimens that 

closely represent the actual experimental samples need to be generated. The primary 

variables that need to be replicated in the simulations are the porosity of the packing and 

the particle size distribution. The porosity of the particles in the simulation is defined 

based on the porosity of the experimental samples. Thereafter, based on the particle size 

distribution, the dimensions of the simulation sample and the porosity, the number of 

particles of each bin size is calculated.  

An example calculation is shown for the grain size distribution of Medium Ottawa 

sand (Table 2.1; Khan, 2009).  The sample geometry in this case is a cylinder of height 

0.45 inches and diameter 0.30 inches. The porosity of the simulation sample is 40% 

before mechanical deformation. Though the grain size distribution described in the 

reference extended to smaller grain sizes, the smaller grain sizes for the simulation model 

have been rejected as fines. 

Packing particles randomly to achieve simulation porosity that is representative of 

the experimentally calculated porosity is challenging. Obtaining dense random packing of 

spherical particles is a widely discussed topic in literature (Makse, D Johnson, and 

Schwartz 2000; Bagi 2005; Schopfer et al. 2009). The algorithm used in the current work 

is a modified radius expansion method. After obtaining the number of particles and 
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respective sphere radii, the particles are shrunk to a very small size before placing the 

particles at random coordinates inside the sample space. The reduction in size initially is 

done so that the particles can be easily placed in the sample space without any overlap. 

The sliding friction coefficient between the particles is given a '0.0' value and the particle 

sizes are increased iteratively while cycling the assembly. This causes the particles to 

interact with each other and bring about rearrangement of the system. This rearrangement 

leads to lower value of locked-in stresses and eventually equilibrium. Thus stable packing 

is generated. 

 

Figure 2.4 - Grain size distribution of Medium Ottawa sand. 

Table 2.1 – Calculation of number of particles in each bin-size for a grain size 

distribution of Medium Ottawa sand. 
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Porosity of the sample 0.4   

Height of the simulation sample 0.45 in (0.01143 m) 

Diameter of the simulation sample 0.3 in (0.00762 m) 

Bulk Volume of the simulation sample 3.1275E-07 m
3
   

Particle Volume of the simulation sample 1.8765E-07 m
3
  

 

Grain Diameter 

(m 

Mass 

Fraction 

Volume of grains (m
3
) Number of 

Particles Individual Bin 

21 0.11 4.84905E-12 3.44025E-08 7094 

297 0.24 1.37173E-11 7.506E-08 5471 

420 0.36 3.87924E-11 1.1259E-07 2902 

500 0.29 6.54498E-11 9.069050-08 1385 

Cumulative Values   3.0275E-07 16852 
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2.3.2 Axi-symmetric confined compression 

In an axi-symmetric confined compression test simulation (standard tri-axial test), 

a cylindrical specimen is compressed in the axial direction while the curved boundary is 

assigned a zero-displacement boundary condition. The compression in the axial direction 

is achieved by moving the top and bottom walls of the sample at constant velocity 

towards each other. A curved stationary wall is created to simulate the zero-displacement 

boundary condition. The top wall, the bottom wall and the curved wall are rigid and are 

ascribed constant elastic and frictional properties.  

 

Figure 2.5 - Sample specimen (a) top view, (b) front view, and (c) perspective view. The 

particles in the figure are color-coded according to size. The blue plates are the rigid 

walls. 
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The specimen generation procedure (described above) is used to create the 

particles within the boundaries of the sample. Figure 2.6 describes the boundary 

conditions applied on the simulation sample. Interaction between two walls is ignored in 

the simulations. Thus intersecting walls, as shown in Figure 2.6, do not affect the 

calculations.  

The stress acting on the top and bottom platens is monitored during particle 

creation and rearrangement. The mechanical deformation of the sample is initiated after 

negligible stresses are observed at the top and bottom walls. Under the mechanical 

deformation scheme, the displacement of the top and bottom wall is also monitored. This 

displacement is used to calculate the axial strain of the sample. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 - Schematic of the front view of an axi-symmetric confined compression test 

depicting the boundary conditions. (a) before mechanical deformation, (b) after 

mechanical deformation. 
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2.3.3 Axi-symmetric tri-axial compression 

In the axi-symmetric tri-axial compression test simulations, a constant 

pressure/stress boundary condition is imposed on the curved boundary of the cylindrical 

specimen and axial strain is applied by moving the top and bottom walls towards each 

other at constant velocities. The constant stress on the curved boundary is applied on the 

particles at that boundary directly. Hence, unlike the axi-symmetric confined 

compression test simulations, here the curved boundary is not rigid. Local stresses can 

cause preferential bulging of the curved boundary. The effect of a membrane or a flexible 

jacket is implicitly simulated to prevent disintegration of the sample. Further description 

of the flexible jacket is given below. 

Again, like in the axi-symmetric confined compression simulation procedure, the 

specimen is generated using the specimen generation procedure described above. After 

removing almost all the locked-in stresses in the specimen, a small confining pressure is 

applied on the particles on the lateral boundary of the sample. The top wall and the 

bottom wall are allowed to move based on a servo function to attain an isotropic stress 

configuration of the sample at the small confining pressure. The confining pressure is 

increased in small increments while the top wall and the bottom wall move to keep the 

assembly isotropic. After the required confining pressure is attained in the assembly, the 

servo behavior of the top and bottom walls is switched off. The isotropic configuration is 

assumed to be the basis configuration for the computation of strains. Figure 2.5 describes 

the boundary conditions on the simulation specimen. 

The top and bottom walls are prescribed constant velocities through the remaining 

simulation and the stresses on the top wall and bottom wall are monitored. Using this 

stress data and the strain data from the displacement of the top wall and the bottom wall, 

differential stress vs. axial strain plots are graphed to calibrate the effect of various input 
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micro-parameters. The volume of the specimen is monitored by idealizing the deformed 

volume as a cylinder of radius equal to the mean radial distance of the particles on the 

lateral boundary of the specimen from the vertical axis of the specimen. Thus, we can 

calculate the volumetric strain of the specimen by using this idealized volume estimation 

procedure at different values of axial strain. 

2.3.4  “True” tri-axial compression test 

A ―true‖ tri-axial compression test is performed on a rectilinear sample geometry. 

A constant pressure/stress boundary condition is imposed on the lateral boundaries of the 

sample. The stresses applied in the horizontal directions may be different for the two 

perpendicular directions. As in the axi-symmetric tri-axial compression test, the constant 

stress on the lateral boundary is applied on the particles on the boundary directly. Further 

description of the flexible jacket is given below. 

 

Figure 2.7 – Schematic of the front view of an axi-symmetric tri-axial compression test 

simulation depicting the boundary conditions. (a) before mechanical deformation, (b) 

after mechanical deformation 
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After specimen generation in the rectangular sample space, the sample needs to be 

loaded to an initially stressed configuration. This is done by incrementally applying a 

confining pressure on the particles on the lateral boundary while servo loading the top 

and bottom walls. Servo loading the top and bottom walls allows the walls to move 

according to a servo gain function till the defined stress level is achieved in the vertical 

direction. This is done till a required initial stress configuration is attained which is 

chosen to be the basis for the strain calculations. 

The stress-controlled motion of the top and bottom walls is turned off after the 

initial stress configuration is attained and they are ascribed constant velocities to simulate 

axial compression. During this axial compression, the lateral boundary of the sample is 

maintained at the constant confining pressure definitions. The stresses at the top and 

bottom walls are monitored during axial compression. The strains are calculated with 

respect to the basis configuration. In order to compute the volumetric strain, an idealized 

rectilinear geometry of the sample is assumed to calculate the volume at any step. This 

idealized geometry is attained by defining the dimensions of the sample in the horizontal 

direction based on the mean particle coordinates on each of the four lateral boundaries. 

Thus, volumetric strain is obtained at numerous axial displacement values. 

2.3.5 Flexible jacket 

As discussed above, in order to apply realistic fluid confining pressure on the 

specimen, a flexible jacket needs to be simulated for tri-axial compression tests. The 

challenge associated with modeling an explicit flexible jacket in PFC
3D

 is that the top and 

bottom walls would interact with the jacket particles. Thus the axial displacement of the 

walls would induce an axial strain on the jacket as well. The flexible jacket is simulated 
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in the current work by applying forces on the boundary particles. Thus the effect of a 

flexible jacket is modeled implicitly.  

The forces applied are estimated based on the forces a jacket would impose on the 

sample.  These forces are updated regularly during the simulation and are maintained to 

keep the confining pressures at required values during the simulation. The force that 

needs to be applied on the particles at the boundary are determined, without any need for 

iteration, based on the input confining pressure and the particle size. The boundary 

particles are identified periodically by defining a cylindrical ring region and assessing the 

particles lying within the ring. The cylindrical ring is co-axial with the specimen and the 

outer radius of the ring is the maximum distance of the outer surface of any particle from 

 

Figure 2.8 - Location of the boundary particle zone. (a) Top view of the zone for a 

cylindrical sample, (b) front view of the cylindrical sample. 
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the axis of the sample. The inner radius of the cylindrical ring is the two times the 

maximum particle size (radius) less than the outer radius of the ring. Thus the boundary 

particles are tagged by finding the particles that lie between the outer and the inner radii 

of the cylindrical concentric ring as shown in Figure 2.8. 

A flexible jacket would perform the roles of restraining the disintegration of the 

particle packing and apply realistic fluid pressure on the sample. For restraining the 

disintegration of the particle packing, a force is calculated based on the axial strain of the 

sample at any particular time during the simulation (BS 1377-8 1990). Using the results 

given in the British Standards, the extra stress imposed on the boundary particles in the 

lateral direction is given by  

  20.038
0.0017 0.1295 0.0517

D
bp z z  

 
    
 

 (2.9) 

where, 



bp
 is the effective extra stress applied by the jacket (kPa), D is the average 

diameter of the sample (m), and 



z  is the axial strain. This equation is obtained by curve 

fitting a parabolic polynomial on the data in Figure 2.9. 

To apply the fluid pressure on the identified boundary particles, the boundary 

particles are assumed to be represented by a hypothetical honeycomb mesh with regular 

hexagon shaped cells. Figure 2.10 illustrates the idea of a honeycomb mesh where regular 

hexagon shaped cells circumscribes the 2D circular discs. It is assumed that a 

hypothetical regular hexagon circumscribes each particle on the boundary, thus creating a 

mesh of hexagons. This is done to generate a representative surface area for applying the 

fluid pressure. A flexible jacket would impose the confining pressure evenly on the 

sample. This confining pressure is applied as a net force equivalent to the product of the 

confining pressure and the surface area of the specimen. In order to apply a representative 

force on each particle, the representative area of the hexagon cell is used. Using a 
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hexagonal effective area for applying the force on each particle allows the sample to 

deform yet keeping the confining pressure constant. For a particle of radius r, it can be 

shown that the circumscribed hexagon has an area of 
22 3r . In order to simulate a fluid 

pressure P on the sample, a force F (BS 1377-8 1990) is applied on each particle on the 

boundary. 

   22 3bpF P r   (2.10) 

where, 
bp  is the membrane pressure correction factor. 

  

 

Figure 2.9 - Membrane correction factor used in simulation to simulate the restraining 

effect of the flexible jacket (BS 1377-8 1990). 
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2.4 VISUALIZING SHEAR FAILURE 

Visualizing shear failure planes in samples of unconsolidated sand is challenging. 

Techniques to observe shear failure bands experimentally include CAT scans, SEM 

images, and X-Ray imaging (Leung et al. 1995; Horabik et al. 2000; Riedel et al. 2008; 

Yanrong Fu et al. 2008; Khan 2009). Various authors have performed shear simulations 

and performed detailed analysis on observing preferential planes of shear deformation 

(Bardet & Proubet, 1992; Dedecker, Chaze, Dubujet, & Cambou, 2000; O‘Sullivan, Bray, 

& S. Li, 2003; Gardiner & A. Tordesillas, 2004; Cheng et al., 2006; Alonso-Marroquin, 

Pena, Herrmann, & Mora, 2007; Cho, Martin, & Sego, 2008; Estrada, Taboada, & Radjaï, 

 

Figure 2.10 - Packing of 2D discs in a hexagonal packing, illustrating the concept of a 

honeycomb mesh. 
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2008; Fu, Wang, Tumay, & Q. Li, 2008; Castelli, Allodi, & Scavia, 2009; Schall & van 

Hecke, 2010; Yan & Ji, 2010). It is discovered that the observation of shear bands is 

related to the shape of particles in the simulations, the amount of rolling of the grains, the 

kind of rolling resistance model used etc. The techniques used in the current work to 

visualize and locate shear failure zones in the current work have been described below. 

2.4.1 Porosity Map 

Experimental results have shown that mechanical deformation on samples of 

unconsolidated sand and weakly cemented sand to high axial strain values (~ 10%), can 

induce shear bands (Bruno, Bovberg, & Nakagawa, 1991; Khan, 2009). CT scan images 

of these samples were taken while they were at 10% axial strain. These shear bands have 

been observed to be radially symmetric (Khan, 2009). 

 

Figure 2.11 - CAT scan image showing the evidence of radially symmetric high porosity 

zones in slices of a sample of sand after loading the pack to 10% axial strain under 

constant confining pressure (Khan 2009). 
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In lab experiments one of the ways to observe shear failure is through CAT scans. 

The CAT scan images show the porosity map of a particular slice of a sample. For the 

simulations, using a virtual cube that can traverse the complete sample, a porosity map of 

the complete sample can be generated. I have successfully been able to derive and apply 

equations to calculate the intersection volume of a cube and a sphere to calculate the 

particle volume inside a cube. The problem of calculating this intersection volume 

comprised of three cases primarily: 

 1. Sphere intersects only one face. 

 2. Sphere intersects only two faces. 

 3. Sphere intersects only three faces. 

Since the cube size is chosen to be larger than the largest sphere, the above-

mentioned cases are the only cases we need to consider. Also, since the volume of 

intersection is calculated using analytical expressions the values are highly accurate 

(Appendix B). I have also taken care of the overlap volume of spheres inside a cube. We 

can thus generate porosity maps of any particular plane for visualization. Figure 2.12 

shows an example porosity map of a horizontal slice through the center of a vertical 

cylindrical sample after 10% axial strain. The highest porosity zones in the figure towards 

the corners of the sample comprise the vacant zone, thus for better visualization the color 

scheme is varied from 0% porosity to 50% porosity. 
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2.4.2 Displacement Map 

One approach to calculate the shear deformation is by calculating the difference 

between the actual particle deformation and the net material deformation. An assumption 

of homogeneous deformation of the material aids in this process. 

 Adopting this method, a particle with initial coordinates (x0, y0, z0) is displaced 

to a point (x1, y1, z1) when the boundary conditions are applied to the system (e.g. 10% 

axial strain with a constant confining stress leading to a particular radial strain). This 

displacement is completely attributed to the displacement of the boundaries and does not 

encompass the shear between different particles. If the actual particle location on 

 

Figure 2.12 - Porosity map of a horizontal slice through a vertical cylindrical sample 

close to the centre of the sample. Measurement cube size (side) is 5*max_particle_radius. 
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application of the boundary conditions is (x2, y2, z2), then the displacement profile 

generated between (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) should primarily depict the shear 

displacements of the particles. This approach has been used to generate the shear 

displacement maps of both the cylindrical particle assembly as well as the rectangular 

particle assembly. Figure 2.13 shows an example displacement map of a horizontal slice 

through the center of a vertical cylindrical sample after 10% axial strain. 

 

Figure 2.13 - Displacement map of a horizontal slice through a vertical cylindrical sample 

close to the centre of the sample. 
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2.4.3 Sliding Fraction Map 

PFC
3D

 can compute the fraction of particles that are sliding against each other 

inside a defined measurement volume. This is achieved by finding the fraction of contacts 

that allow frictional sliding inside a prescribed measurement sphere. Using this feature, 

inbuilt in PFC
3D

, a larger array of measurement spheres traversing the sample can be 

generated to obtain the sliding fraction value at different regions in the sample. This data 

can then be processed in MATLAB® to obtain surface maps of the sliding fraction values 

of different cutting planes for comparison. Figure 2.14 shows an example sliding fraction 

map of a horizontal slice through the center of a vertical cylindrical sample after 10% 

axial strain. 
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2.4.4 Statistical representation of broken bond orientations 

A conclusive way to observe shear failure in samples is by introducing bonds with 

small values of cohesion. In PFC
3D

, cohesion can be defined in the samples using parallel 

bonds. During the course of the simulation, these parallel bonds break due to both tensile 

failure as well as shear failure. The bond breakage due to shear failure is tracked and 

output from PFC
3D

. PFC
3D

 displays the cracks (broken bonds) using disks/polygons 

where the thickness of the disk is a function of the gap between the particles and the 

radius of the disk is the average of the radii of the two particles in consideration as shown 

 

Figure 2.14 - Sliding-fraction map of a horizontal slice through a vertical cylindrical 

sample close to the centre of the sample. Measurement sphere radius is 

3*max_particle_radius. 
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in Figure 2.15. Figure 2.16 shows one such example of visualization of cracks in a 

sample. The sample in consideration is a rectangular specimen and is maintained at a 

constant confining pressure of 50 psi in the X direction and 150 psi in the Y direction 

throughout the simulation. After 10% axial strain a lot of cracks develop and preferential 

orientation of the cracks is observed as shown below. The cracks try orienting themselves 

along the maximum horizontal stress direction. 

 

Figure 2.16 - Orientation of micro-cracks (a) View from X-axis, (b) View from Y-axis. 

 

Figure 2.15 - Schematic of formation of micro-cracks 
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Figure 2.17 - Obtaining orientation information of micro-crack using the normal of 

micro-crack disk. 

A rose diagram is a circular histogram plot displaying directional data. Directional 

data for the micro-cracks can be obtained as described in Figure 2.17. The orientation of 

the strike of micro-cracks and their frequency can be plotted on a rose diagram as shown 

in Figure 2.18. The specimen in consideration here is maintained at a constant confining 

pressure of 50 psi in the X direction and a constant confining pressure of 150 psi in the Y 

direction. 0 degree represents X direction and 90 degree represents Y direction. The angle 

theta represents the strike of the micro-crack disks. The strike of the micro-crack planes 

is defined as the angle the intersection line of the micro-crack plane and the horizontal 

plane make with the positive X axis. As expected in this case the preferential orientation 

of the cracks is along the Y direction. 
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Figure 2.18 - Rose diagram showing the cumulative orientation of cracks in a particular 

direction in the specimen after 10% axial strain.  

A histogram showing the dip magnitudes of the micro-crack planes can also be 

used to infer orientation information of the micro-cracks. For the same sample considered 

above, the dip magnitude distribution is shown in Figure 2.19. Dip magnitude is defined 

by the angle the micro-crack plane makes with the horizontal plane. The figure shows 

preferential vertical orientation of the micro-cracks. 
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Figure 2.19 - Dip magnitude description of the micro-cracks observed in the considered 

case. 

Stereographic projections can also be used to represent the orientation of the 

micro-crack planes in a sample. Figure 2.20 shows the stereographic projections of the 

micro-crack normals. The stereographic projection figures are generated by translating 

the micro-crack normals to the origin of a sphere and finding the intersection of the 

normals with the lower hemisphere of the sphere. This point of intersection is then 

connected to the 'north' pole of the sphere and the point of intersection of this connecting 

line with the equatorial plane is marked. The density of these intersection points in the 

different directions gives an idea of the orientation of the micro-crack normals and hence 
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the micro-crack planes. Here, the figure depicts higher density of points in the outer 

circles which depict higher dip magnitude. Also, we observe that the cracks depict a 

preferential strike orientation along the Y direction, as the stereographic projection shows 

the intersection points to be arranged in high density regions close to the low X values 

and the high X values.  

Figure 2.20 - Stereographic projection of all micro-cracks on the equatorial plane in a 

normalized sphere. The concentric circles shown in the picture represent the constant dip 

magnitude stereographic projections. 
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2.5 FLUID FLOW METHODOLOGY 

Fluid flow through the simulation samples was performed using a Pore Network 

Modeling approach (Bryant, King, & Mellor, 1993; Behseresht, 2008). A pore network 

model was considered to be more reliable and representative of capturing the physics of 

flow through a granular assembly than the Fixed Coarse-Grid Fluid Scheme, which is 

provided as an optional feature with PFC
3D

 (Itasca, 2008). The Fixed Coarse-Grid Fluid 

Scheme has been explained below briefly. 

The Fixed Coarse-Grid Fluid Scheme solves the continuity equation (2.11) and 

Navier-Stokes equation (2.12) for incompressible fluid flow and then derives the pressure 

and fluid velocity vector in each cell (Itasca, 2008). 
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where, n is the porosity, 
f  is the density of the fluid, p is the pressure, u  is the fluid 

velocity vector,   is the viscous stress tensor, g  is the gravitational acceleration and 
intf  

is the force per unit volume and is related to the fluid-particle fluid interaction. 

For convenience,  , g  and 
intf were chosen to be zero thus reducing the Navier-

Stokes equation to (2.12). Thus, though this fluid scheme can be coupled with the 

mechanical deformation feature in PFC
3D

, we chose to keep the particle locations in the 

system constant and not allow the forces applied by the fluid on the particles to affect the 

motion of the particles. The modified Navier-Stokes equation is primarily dependent on 

the void fraction in a grid cell and does not include the affect of the pore throats.  
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Since the effect of the pore throats was not incorporated in the fluid scheme, a 

pore-network modeling approach is used. 

2.5.1 Pore Network Modeling 

The pore network modeling approach used involves locating the particles at a 

particular instance of the simulation and then creating a network of pores in the assembly 

(Fatt 1956). Doing a Delaunay tessellation over the whole sample creates the network of 

pores. Delaunay tessellation leads to simplicial cells or Delaunay cells that join the 4 

nearest neighboring particle locations in the particle assembly in a 3-dimensional space 

(Bryant, King, and Mellor 1993). The void space in a Delaunay cell is defined as a pore. 

In the pore network, two pores are connected to each other using hypothetical pipes. 

These hypothetical pipes help in defining the conductivity of the sample because the void 

area of each face lies in the plane of the narrowest constriction. Thus these pipes can be 

identified as pore throats (Behseresht, 2008; Bryant, King, & Mellor, 1993). 

The pore throat critical curvature was calculated by using a modified Haines in-

sphere curvature (Haines, 1930; Mason G., 1995). This gives an inscribed radius value, 

which is used to define the conductivity between two adjoining pores using the Hagen-

Poiseuille equation for fluid flow in a pipe. 

 
4r

C
d

  (2.14) 

where, C is the conductivity, r is the radius of the pipe (here the radius of the inscribed 

circle on a face) and d is the length of the pipe (the distance between the centers of two 

pores). Doing this for the complete network gives us data about the conductivity of all the 

pores in the assembly. 
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The next step is to identify the inlet and outlet pores for the flow simulation. A 

constant potential/pressure boundary condition is ascribed to these inlet/outlet pores. The 

potential gradient between the inlet and outlet pores, leads to flow from high potential to 

low potential. The whole network is solved for potential values at each pore (Delaunay 

cell) and thus the fluid flow through the inlet/outlet pores is calculated. The conductivity 

of the whole system is defined as the ratio of the flow rate through the inlet/outlet pores 

and the difference in potential/pressure between the inlet and outlet pores (Bryant, King, 

& Mellor, 1993; Behseresht, 2008). 

2.5.2 Permeability Ellipsoid Setup and Calculations 

The pore-network model described above can be used to identify the permeability 

of a sample in any direction. A hypothetical spherical control volume can be assumed to 

observe the flow through the sample in several combinations of the three Cartesian 

directions. After the Delaunay tessellation was done on the whole sample, a spherical 

section centered at the center of the sample and of radius R is extracted from the 

tessellation. The value of R is chosen so that the spherical control volume does not 

 

Figure 2.21 - A schematic pore generated after Delaunay tessellation of the sample. The 

pore is the void space inside the boundaries of the tetrahedron. The pore throat is 

identified with the void space of the faces of the tetrahedron (Li and Holt 2002). 
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exceed the sample dimensions. For example, for the rectangular samples it was observed 

that for  12R max r , where r is the set of radii of particles in a simulation, the 

spherical volume was contained within the sample as shown in Figure 2.22. 

Figure 2.22 - 2D view of all the pores in the sample. The blue pores represent the pores 

contained in the complete sample and the red pores represent the pores contained inside 

the chosen spherical control volume. 

Figure 2.23 shows the tessellation of all the particles in the sample and the 

extracted spherical control volume from the former. The complete sample tessellation 

shows irregular structures (pores) on the boundary due to the boundary effect during 

tessellation. This leads to unreasonably large pores on the boundary (because of a fixed 

coordination number for the pores) but it does not affect our calculations because the 

extracted spherical control volume is contained inside the sample and shows pores that 
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are more regular in shape and size. Thus the boundary effect of large pores is eradicated 

when dealing with the control volume. 

A hypothetical concentric spherical shell of thickness equal to the radius of the 

largest particle is defined at the boundary of the spherical control volume. Inlet pores and 

outlet pores need to be chosen in the shell and inlet and outlet potentials need to be 

assigned to them. The inlet and outlet pores were chosen such that they were parts of 

sectors in the shell that are diametrically opposite, thus forcing flow through most of the 

sample. The location of the pores was identified using a coordinate system very similar to 

the geographical system. The location of the pores was identified using latitudes and 

longitudes. The latitude of a pore on the shell is defined by the angle the pore makes with 

the positive Z-axis and the longitude of a pore is defined by the angle the pore makes 

with the XZ plane as shown in Figure 2.24. The shell is now distributed into discrete 

regions defined by latitudes and longitudes such that the areas of all the regions do not 

differ by much so that the geometry factor (discussed later) does not vary by much. The 

shell is divided into 7 regions by latitude. The regions at the poles are defined as 

spherical caps including all the pores with latitude less than 15º for one pole and 

including all the pores with latitude greater than 165º but less than 180º. The remaining 5 

regions are defined in 30º latitude increments from one pole to the other pole. Each 

region (except the poles) is divided into a distinct and different number of sub-regions 

defined by the longitudes. The choice of the number of sub-regions was made by 

considering that the area of each sub-region should be similar to the area of regions 

defined at the poles. Thus the 5 regions between the two poles were divided into 

8,12,16,12 and 8 regions from top to bottom. 

After defining these regions, the inlet and outlet pores are chosen to be the pores 

that are part of the shell but in diametrically opposite regions as shown in Figure 2.25. 
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Then the pore network is solved to obtain the potentials at each pore inside the spherical 

control volume and hence calculate the fluid flow through the inlet and outlet pores. A 

no-flux boundary condition is imposed on the other boundary pores; hence the fluid 

flowing through the inlet pores is equal to the fluid flowing through the outlet pores. 

Thereafter, Darcy's law is used to calculate the permeability of the system in the 

direction. 
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where, q is the flow rate through the inlet/outlet pores, A is the area of inlet/outlet,  is 

the viscosity of the fluid, L is the mean distance between the inlet and outlet pores, P  is 

the potential/pressure difference between the inlet pores and outlet pores and nK  is the 

permeability in the direction n. 

While calculating directional permeability through samples a geometric factor is 

included in the definition of permeability (Collins, 1952; Bai, Meng, Roegiers, & Green, 

2002). We have here excluded the contribution of a geometric factor, as we are interested 

in comparing the values of permeability in the same direction before and after failure; and 

the distribution of the permeability in different directions for a sample. Under these 

conditions, it is fair to assume that the geometric factor would remain constant for a 

sample before and after failure and that the geometric factor would have alike values for 

a spherical volume in all directions. Hence the effect of the geometric factor cancels out 

from our results. 
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The values of permeability obtained are plotted both as contour maps and surface 

maps. The contour map prescribes the value of permeability based on color as contours 

on the surface of a sphere. The surface map generates and colors the surface of a 3D 

figure based on the permeability values in a particular direction. It is expected to obtain 

permeability ellipsoid shapes from the surface maps. The scatter of data obtained from 

the permeability estimation is converted to Cartesian coordinates and using an ellipsoid 

fit function, an arbitrary ellipse of the form shown in equation below is fit to the data. 

The values of the axes of the ellipsoid represent the principal values of permeability. The 

axes of the ellipsoid are also identified to know the principal directions of permeability. 

 

Figure 2.23 - Delaunay tessellation, (a) Tessellated initial pack, (b) Tessellated spherical 

control volume extracted from the original tessellation. The colors represent the index 

number of the pores. 
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Figure 2.24 - For a point P on the spherical shell,  and  describe the latitude and 

longitude of the point where OR is a line segment in the XZ plane,  is the angle between 

OP and ON and  is the angle between OR and OQ. NPQS are points that lie on a circle 

centered at O and radius equal to the radius of the sphere. 

Figure 2.25 - The inlet pores and the outlet pores in the spherical shell. 

Thus, we have established a methodology to relate the mechanical deformation of 

a simulated sample of sand grains with the shear failure occurring locally in the system 
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and the resulting change in permeability and porosity. After calibration of the simulations 

to experimental response, this established technique can be used to understand the effect 

of a wide variety of factors on the failure and permeability alteration of the samples. In 

the following chapter an analysis of some of these factors is provided. We discuss the 

effect of confining pressure, the effect of stress anisotropy in the horizontal plane and the 

effect of grain size distribution on the permeability alteration due to shear failure. 
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Chapter 3: Mechanical Test Simulations 

Simulating a defined experiment does not comprise only simulating the 

experimental procedure. The input parameters in discrete element simulations are 

parameters on the granular scale and do not generally have accurate representations in the 

real world. These parameters need to be calibrated with the macroscopic properties that 

describe the material behavior. The input parameters involved here define the interaction 

between individual particles that affects the macroscopic behavior.  

3.1 CHOICE OF CONTACT MODEL 

Lab experiments were conducted to understand the behavior of packing of glass 

beads under the effect of stresses and strains. Glass beads are spherical and come very 

close to the description of the idealized granular materials used in the simulations. Thus, 

experiments on glass beads and later simulating the response proved an important starting 

point for this project. Axi-symmetric confined compressive tests and axi-symmetric tri-

axial compressive tests were conducted on packs of glass beads. 

The axi-symmetric confined compressive test was performed by generating a pack 

of dry glass beads of the same size within a cylindrical aluminum cell. The pack was 

vibrated to get a higher density pack (Yaich, 2008; Khan, 2009). The aluminum jacket 

was chosen to allow negligible lateral strain of the pack of glass beads when axial strain 

was applied on the packing. Thus simulating an approximate oedometer test (Lambe & 

Whitman, 1969). 

After creating the pack, the mechanical deformation was conducted by applying 

axial strain using metallic platens. Using load transducers and displacement transducers 

the stress on the platens and the displacement of the platens was recorded continuously 

and is presented in Figure 3.1for glass beads of two different sizes. 
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Figure 3.1 - Stress-strain response of a pack of uniformly sized glass beads in a confined 

compressive test. The values in the legend give the diameter of the glass beads used. 

A drained tri-axial test was also performed on a pack of uniformly sized glass 

beads. The sample here was packed within a cylindrical rubber jacket in the radial 

direction and steel platens in the vertical direction. As described above, vibration was 

used to assist in generating a dense pack. The generated sample was approximately 3‖ 

high and approximately 2‖ in diameter. Using load transducers and displacement 

transducers, the axial stress and axial strain was recorded continuously. A fixed confining 

pressure was applied and maintained in the radial direction and the sample was 

compressed in the axial direction by moving the steel platens. Detailed experimental 

procedure can be found elsewhere (Yaich, 2008; Khan, 2009). 

The recorded stress-strain data is plotted to observe material behavior (Figure 

3.2). Differential stress is defined by the difference between the axial stress and the 
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confining pressure. The curve below starts at (0, 0) because the starting datum is chosen 

to be the isotropic stressed state of the sample at a stress equal to the chosen confining 

pressure. 

Figure 3.2 - Tri-axial test conducted on packs of glass beads maintained at constant 

confining pressure described in the legend. The glass beads used were of a uniform 

diameter (3.89 mm). 

In PFC
3D

 two main contact laws are used to simulate granular material behavior. 

These contact models are namely the ‗Linear Contact Model‘ and the ―Hertz-Mindlin 

Contact Model‘.  The theoretical background of these models has been described earlier.  

On implementation of the two models characteristically different results can be obtained. 

In order to compare the macroscopic behavior of the two contact models with 

experiments, axi-symmetric confined compressive tests and axi-symmetric tri-axial 

compressive tests were conducted using glass beads. The experimental test procedures 
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have been explained in a previous chapter. Thereafter, simulations were performed to 

compare the macroscopic stress-strain behavior of the experiments and the macroscopic 

stress-strain behavior of the simulation. 

Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 illustrate the effect of contact model on the mechanical 

behavior of the pack of glass beads. Figure 3.3 shows the variation in the macroscopic 

stress-strain behavior due to a change in the contact model used in a simulated axi-

symmetric confined compressive test. The input parameters used for the linear contact 

model are a contact modulus of 1GPa and a normal-to-shear stiffness ratio of 1.0. The 

input parameters used for the Hertz-Mindlin contact model are a grain shear modulus of 

20 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.18.  

Figure 3.3 - Experimental and simulation axial stress vs. axial strain response for a pack 

of equal sized glass beads in an axi-symmetric confined compressive test. The simulation 

results describe the effect of the two contact models available. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the variation in the macroscopic stress-strain behavior due to a 

change in the contact model used in a simulated axi-symmetric tri-axial test. The input 

parameters used for the linear contact model are a contact modulus of 1GPa and a 

normal-to-shear stiffness ratio of 1.0. The input parameters used for the Hertz-Mindlin 

contact model are a grain shear modulus of 30 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.18. As is 

evident from both the figures, the Hertz-Mindlin contact model more accurately describes 

the behavior of glass beads.  

The shape of the curve and the post failure behavior of the sample were more 

accurately reproduced by the Hertz-Mindlin contact model than the linear contact model. 

 

Figure 3.4 – Experimental and simulation axial stress vs. axial strain response for a pack 

of equal sized glass beads in an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test. The simulation 

results describe the effect of the two contact models available. 
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Thus, the Hertz-Mindlin contact model was used to simulate the behavior of glass beads 

and in most later simulations. The advantage of using the Hertz-Mindlin contact law was 

that the input parameters could be directly related to the properties of glass beads found 

in literature. The input elastic parameters required in this contact model are the shear 

modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the grains. The macroscopic behavior observed on 

using values of input elastic parameters found in literature resembled the shape of the 

experimental curves. A sensitivity analysis was performed to observe the influence of 

shear modulus of grains, poison‘s ratio and the microscopic friction coefficient and hence 

calibrate the tri-axial test simulation to the experimental results.  

Figure 3.5 shows the effect of the shear modulus of grains on the shape of the 

curve. As is intuitive, an increase in the shear modulus of grains makes the sample stiffer. 

This is clearly observed by a slight increase in the initial slope of the simulated sample. It 

should also be noted that the shape of the simulated curves overlap with the experimental 

curve reasonably well. 
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Figure 3.5 - Effect of shear modulus of grains on the macroscopic stress-strain behavior 

of a simulated compressive tri-axial test under a confining pressure of 500 psi. 

The effect of the Poisson‘s ratio of the grains on the shape of the curve is shown 

in Figure 3.6. Though the effect of change of Poisson‘s ratio is not clear, the shapes of the 

curves reasonably match the experimental curve and no significant effect of the Poisson's 

ratio of particles is observed. 
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Figure 3.6 - Effect of Poisson's ratio of grains on the macroscopic stress-strain behavior 

of a simulated compressive tri-axial test under a confining pressure of 500 psi. 

The effect of the microscopic friction coefficient is observed to be as expected. 

An increase in the peak strength of the simulation results, shown in Figure 3.7, is in 

agreement with the theoretical understanding of friction. An increase in the friction 

coefficient results in a larger value of normal force to induce slipping. Thus the value of 

the force accumulated before slipping starts is larger for a sample with higher 

microscopic friction and thus the peak strength of the sample increases with an increase 

in the value of microscopic friction coefficient. 
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Figure 3.7 - Effect of microscopic friction coefficient of grains on the macroscopic stress-

strain behavior of a simulated compressive tri-axial test under a confining pressure of 500 

psi. 

Table 3.1 lists the calibrated values of the input parameters to the axi-symmetric 

tri-axial compressive simulations. As described above, performing experiments on glass 

beads and developing equivalent simulations using PFC
3D

 have assisted in calibrating 

these parameters. 

Table 3.1 - Calibrated input parameters for axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive 

simulations with glass beads 

G (Granular Shear Modulus) 40 GPa 

 (Granular Poisson‘s Ratio) 0.18 

Friction (Granular Static Friction) 0.25 
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3.2 EXPERIMENTS ON SAND PACKS AND CORRESPONDING SIMULATIONS 

Numerous previous and current students have conducted axi-symmetric tri-axial 

compression tests on a wide variety of sand packs at the university (Narayanasamy 2002; 

Yaich, 2008; Khan, 2009; Olson et al., 2009. Medium Ottawa (M.O.) sand was chosen 

for calibration purposes. The particle size distribution of M.O. sand has been shown in 

Figure 2.4. The results of axi-symmetric tri-axial tests (Khan 2009) conducted on M.O. 

sand were used as a basis for the calibration of micro-parameters in the corresponding 

simulations. The particle size distribution corresponding to the sand chosen has been 

shown in Figure 2.4.  

Like before, a sensitivity analysis was done to analyze the effect of the various 

input parameters on the macroscopic response. These parameters included elastic 

properties of the material, friction properties of the material, friction properties of the 

walls of the sample, rolling resistance, contact law and cohesion. 

3.2.1 Effect of microscopic elastic parameters 

Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 depict the behavior of the simulated Medium Ottawa 

sand when an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation is performed at a 50 psi 

constant confining pressure. Figure 3.8 shows the effect of the shear modulus of grains on 

the stress-strain response of the sample and Figure 3.9 shows the effect of the Poisson's 

ratio of grains on the stress-strain response of the sample. As observed earlier in the case 

of the glass bead simulations, an increase in the shear modulus of the grains leads to a 

stiffer and stronger sample. The slope of the initial elastic part of the stress-strain curves 

increases from the case of low shear modulus to high shear modulus. The effect of 

Poisson's ratio on the net stress-strain response is inconclusive, as the stress-strain 

behavior of the sample is not affected by the value of Poisson's ratio. 
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Figure 3.8 - Effect of Shear Modulus (G) of grains on macroscopic stress-strain response 

in an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation under a 50 psi constant 

confining pressure. 
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Figure 3.9 - Effect of Poisson's Ratio (v) of grains on macroscopic stress-strain response 

in an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation under a 50 psi constant 

confining pressure. 

3.2.2 Effect of microscopic friction coefficient 

It was important to understand the effect of the particle-particle linear friction 

coefficient and the particle-wall linear friction coefficient to accurately represent the 

macroscopic response of the sand samples. In an experimental setup, the wall is the 

smooth steel platen at the top and the bottom of the sample; and the particles are rough 

sand grains. Hence, the particle-particle friction coefficient would be speculated to have a 

higher value as compared to the particle-wall friction coefficient. Figure 3.10 shows the 

effect of the particle friction coefficient (b_fric) and Figure 3.11 shows the effect of the 

wall friction coefficient (w_fric). Both figures describe the stress-strain response of 

samples in an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation under a 50 psi constant 
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confining pressure. Based on the values of b_fric and w_fric in any simulation, the 

friction coefficient between any two entities is given by the minimum friction coefficient 

of the two contacting entities. It is clear from the figures that an increase in both particle 

friction coefficient and wall friction coefficient increases the strength of the sample but 

does not affect the stiffness of the sample. While the particle friction coefficient (b_fric) 

leads to an increase in the intrinsic strength of the sample, the wall friction coefficient 

(w_fric) is an artificial effect that comes into play due to the interaction of the wall 

platens and the particles. The value of the wall friction coefficient is kept at a low value 

in order to simulate the smooth aluminum/steel platen used in the experiments while the 

ball friction coefficient is kept at a higher value to simulate the roughness of the grains in 

the packings. 
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Figure 3.10 - Effect of particle friction coefficient (b_fric) on macroscopic stress-strain 

response in an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation under a 50 psi constant 

confining pressure. w_fric was kept constant at 0.25. 
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Figure 3.11 - Effect of wall friction coefficient (w_fric) on macroscopic stress-strain 

response in an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation under a 50 psi constant 

confining pressure. b_fric was kept constant at 0.75. 

3.2.3 Effect of rolling resistance 

The section on rolling resistance (2.2.4) describes the need and importance of a 

rolling resistance model to simulate behavior of sand samples. Figure 3.12 illustrates the 

effect of the Curb_Rolling_Factor (CRF), which has been described above. As expected 

curbing the rolling for longer number of steps leads to a stronger and stiffer sample. For 

the extreme case of no rolling, the particles are not allowed to rotate as the angular spin 

of all the particles is controlled to be zero and hence the sample becomes extremely stiff 

and shows unrealistic behavior. On the other hand, for the extreme case of free rolling, no 

rolling resistance is applied on the particles and the sample is very weak. Based on this 
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analysis an effective rolling resistance value is chosen to simulate the response of the 

material to be as close to the experimental results. 

Figure 3.12 - Effect of rolling resistance (Curb_Rolling_Factor or CRF) on macroscopic 

stress-strain response in an axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation under a 

50 psi constant confining pressure. 

3.2.4 Calibrated parameters and failure envelope 

After understanding the effect of the various input parameters on the macroscopic 

response, careful calibration was performed to match the experimental data as close as 

possible. Figure 3.13 illustrates a linear failure envelope obtained by using the 

experimental and simulation data of peak axial stress at different confining pressures. 

Since the simulations and experiments were conducted using unconsolidated sand, it was 

deemed fair to assume that the Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS) is negligible. 
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Thus, we fit the data from the experiments and the simulations to lines that pass through 

the origin. It is important to note from Figure 3.13 that using the micro-properties 

(described below) a very close match of strength response is obtained between the 

experiments and the simulations. 

Figure 3.13 - Failure envelope to assess the strength of the samples simulated. 

Figure 3.14 depicts the macroscopic stress-strain response of axi-symmetric tri-

axial compressive tests conducted at different confining pressures (50 psi, 200 psi and 

400 psi) and the corresponding calibrated simulation curves. The response is considered 

to be fairly representative of the experimental plots and the calibrated values of the input 

parameters (shown in Table 3.2) are considered to be reasonable.  
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Figure 3.14 - Comparison of the experimental and simulation stress-strain curves using 

calibrated micro-parameters. 

Table 3.2 - Calibrated input parameters for axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive 

simulations on simulated sand packs. 

Parameter Value 

Shear Modulus (G) 30 GPa 

Poisson's Ratio () 0.064 

Particle coefficient of friction (b_fric) 0.75 

Wall coefficient of friction (w_fric) 0.25 

Curb_Rolling_Factor (CRF) 10 (50 psi), 15 (200 psi), 50 (400 psi) 

The elastic properties of sands are hard to assess and obtain. In general, sand can 

be considered to be comprised of the mineral quartz and hence the elastic values used in 

the simulations should lie in the vicinity of the elastic values obtained for different kinds 

of quartz. Glass is also composed of quartz and thus the range of elastic values obtained 

for quartz and glass should compare. Glass has shear modulus (G) between 21GPa and 
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41.8 GPa (Bass, 1995). This range comfortably accomodates the calibrated value of the 

shear modulus of the grains in the simulation which is chosen to be 30 GPa. Poisson's 

ratio () of quartz has been presented in literature to be about 0.079 (Gercek 2007). The 

calibrated  value of Poisson's ratio chosen for the simulations is 0.064 which is 

reasonably close to the value reported in literature. The friction parameters seem to depict 

reasonable values. 

The CRF value increases with confining pressure. At a higher confining pressure 

it can be fairly assumed that the sample would be more compacted. Compaction would 

cause the grains of sand to be closer to each other and hence lead to enhanced resistance 

to rolling of sand grains. A higher CRF value for a case of higher confining pressure is 

thus intuitive. 

3.2.5 Effect of contact model 

As described earlier, PFC
3D

 does not conveniently allow bonding to be associated 

with Hertz-Mindlin contact model and a linear contact model needs to be used to be able 

to simulate the effect of cohesion. Figure 3.15 shows the stress-strain response of samples 

under axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive test simulation conditions using the Hertz 

Mindlin contact model and the linear contact model. It is observed that the macroscopic 

response of the mechanical deformation using a linear contact model with properties as 

listed in Table 3.3 is reasonable close to the macroscopic response using calibrated input 

values with the Hertz-Mindlin contact model. 
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Table 3.3 - Parameter values used for the linear contact model. 

Parameter Value 

Normal Stiffness (kn) 1 MN/m 

Tangential Stiffness (ks) 1 MN/m 

Particle coefficient of friction (b_fric) 0.75 

Wall coefficient of friction (w_fric) 0.25 

Curb_Rolling_Factor (CRF) 10 (50 psi), 15 (200 psi), 50 (400 psi) 

 

Figure 3.15 - Comparison of macroscopic stress-strain response between samples run 

with Hertz Mindlin contact model and linear contact model. 

3.2.6 Effect of sample geometry 

Figure 3.16 shows the change in the macroscopic response on changing the 

sample geometry. The parameter values shown in Table 3.3 were used in both the 
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simulations. For the rectangular samples, the vertical faces of the sample were maintained 

at a constant isotropic stress. The rectangular sample used the 'true' tri-axial compressive 

test procedure (described above).  

Figure 3.16 - Comparison of macroscopic stress-strain response between cylindrical and 

rectangular samples. 

3.2.7 Effect of cohesion 

The effect of cohesion was analyzed to observe shear failure distinctly. Minimal 

cohesion was installed in the initial assembly and then the compressive test simulation 

was performed. As observed in Figure 3.17, the low strength cohesion included in the 

assembly had an insignificant effect on the macroscopic stress-strain response of the 

assembly. The variable, S_Strength, defines the strength of the cohesion bonds installed 
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in the initial assembly. The cohesion bonds were installed by using the parallel bond 

feature in PFC
3D

 as described above. The other relevant properties of the cohesion bonds 

are shown in Table 3.4. 

Figure 3.17 - Effect of microscopic cohesion on the macroscopic stress strain response of 

a cylindrical sample at a constant 50 psi confining pressure. 

Table 3.4 - Parameter values used to install cohesion in the sample. 

Parameter Value 

Normal Stiffness (pb_kn) 1 MN/m 

Tangential Stiffness (pb_ks) 1 MN/m 

Parallel Bond Radius (pb_rad) 1 

Tensile Strength (N_Strength) 0.1 psi 

Shear Strength (S_Strength) variable 
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3.3 OBSERVING FAILURE IN SIMULATED SAMPLES AND EFFECT ON PERMEABILITY 

After calibrating for the properties of the simulated packing of sand particles, we 

needed to observe the local failure occurring in the packing due to mechanical 

deformation. As is clear from the figures shown in the previous section, all the samples 

depict a strain softening behavior after attaining a certain peak stress. This softening 

behavior can be generally associated with failure. Since we are dealing with 

unconsolidated particles and very weakly cemented particles, there are minimal chances 

of observing tensile failure of the sample. The dilatant behavior observed is then 

primarily associated with the shear failure in the packs. 

Various visualization techniques have been discussed above. The visualization 

techniques were applied on a number of samples and the results have been discussed 

below. 

3.3.1 Case 1: Cylindrical Sample, Confining Pressure = 50 psi. 

The sample in consideration was packed with some cohesion between the grains 

in a cylindrical shaped assembly. An axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive simulation was 

performed on the generated assembly and the effect of mechanical deformation is 

observed on the sample. Thereafter using the network modeling approach, fluid flow is 

conducted through the sample to observe the effect of the local failure on permeability. 

Figure 3.18 shows the stress-strain response of the sample in consideration. The 

sample is maintained under a constant confining pressure of 50 psi. The small cohesion 

value is applied between all the grains initially (at the time of pack generation). The 

cohesion bonds in the sample break due to mechanical deformation. The instance of the 

deformed pack at 10% axial strain is analyzed in the following pages. 
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Figure 3.19 shows the orientation of the micro-crack discs. The sample in 

consideration in the figure is a cylindrical sample that is maintained at a confining 

pressure of 50 psi. The final stress configuration in the sample is rr = 50 psi and zz = 

304 psi as shown in Figure 3.18. Higher value of axial stress leads to micro-cracks that 

steeply dipping to vertical direction as observed in Figure 3.19.  

 

 

Figure 3.18 - Stress-strain response of a cylindrical sample under a confining pressure of 

50 psi and small amount of cohesion (N_Strength=0.03 psi and S_Strength=0.03 psi). 
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Figure 3.19 - Micro-cracks observed in a simulation after 10% axial strain. (a) X-view, 

(b) Y-view, (c) Z-view. Yellow polygon discs represent cohesion bonds that break due to 

tensile failure and Black polygon discs represent cohesion bonds that break due to shear 

failure. 

Figure 3.20 - Dip magnitude distribution of the normal of the micro-cracks formed due to 

mechanical deformation. (a) Dip magnitude distribution of all micro-cracks, (b) Dip 

magnitude distribution of only shear micro-cracks 

 Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21 provide a statistical representation of the orientation 

of the micro-cracks of the case discussed in Figure 3.19. Figure 3.20 depicts that majority 

of the micro-cracks dip steeply in the vertical direction and thus represent vertical or 
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close to vertical micro-cracks. Comparing the histograms shown in Figure 3.20, it is 

observed the tensile cracks are oriented at dip angles greater than 70º. Also, the shear 

cracks mostly dip at angles greater than 60º. This observation justifies the fact that tensile 

cracks should be observed perpendicular to minimum stress direction and that the shear 

cracks should be observed to dip at around 60º. The micro-crack disk plane intersects a 

hypothetical horizontal plane in a straight line. The angle this line makes with the 

positive X-axis is called the strike angle. Figure 3.21 depicts the distribution of the strike 

angle which seems appears random for all micro-cracks, consistent with the isotropic 

stress in the horizontal plane (i.e. xx = yy).  

Figure 3.22 depicts the stereographic projection of the micro-crack normals on the 

equatorial plane of the sphere. Here, the figure depicts higher density of points in the 

outer circles which depict higher dip magnitude. Also, we observe that the cracks have no 

preferential direction in the XY plane thus giving information about the strike of the 

micro-crack planes. 

 

Figure 3.21 - Distribution of the strike angle of the micro-cracks. (a) Strike angle distribution of 

all micro-cracks, (b) Strike angle distribution of only shear micro-cracks. 
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Figure 3.22 - Stereographic projection of micro-crack normals. (a) All micro-cracks, (b) 

Only shear micro-cracks. the concentric circles shown are circles of constant dip 

magnitudes. 

Figure 3.23 displays a displacement map of the mechanically deformed sample 

cut as a horizontal slice through the center of the sample. From the figure it is observed 

that some local shear displacement patterns emerge. Some of these patterns have been 

marked in the figure. Though these local shear failure zones do not depict any pattern of 

shear failure planes in the assembly, they are useful to observe localized deformation of 

the sample due to shear. We also observe some heterogeneity in the displacement patterns 

in the figure. For example, the blue zones show the regions with a high density of 

displacement vectors while the red zones represent the regions with a low density of 

displacement vectors. This depicts preferential motion of some regions relative to other 

regions and hence provide qualitative evidence of loaclized shear failure. 
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Figure 3.23 - Displacement map of a horizontal slice showing hypothetical vectors from 

the virtual particle locations (due to elastic mechanical deformation) to the real final 

particle locations. 

Figure 3.24 shows the sliding fraction maps and Figure 3.25 shows the porosity 

maps of horizontal slices in the initial hydrostatically stressed assembly and the final 
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mechanically deformed assembly. It is very clear from the figures that sliding of grains 

increases in a mechanically deformed sample as compared to the sliding of grains in the 

initially stressed sample. The porosity maps depict dilation of the sample and localized 

porosity increase in the sample which can be attributed to the shear failure in the sample. 
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Figure 3.24 - Sliding fraction map of corresponding horizontal slices of (a-d) the initially 

hydrostatically stressed sample and (e-h) the final mechanically deformed sample at 10% 

axial strain. 
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Figure 3.25 - Porosity map of corresponding horizontal slices of (a-d) initially 

hydrostatically stressed sample and (e-h) the final mechanically deformed sample at 10% 

axial strain. 
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Figure 3.26 - Ellipsoid fit on permeability data. 

The next step is to analyze the fluid flow through the sample. A spherical control 

volume is described in the sample and fluid is flown through the sample in different 

directions. The spherical control volume is described for both the initial pack and the 

final mechanically deformed sample separately. For the initial pack, the permeability data 

obtained is assumed to be isotropic and hence a spherical distribution is assumed. The 

calculations and fitting of the deformed pack are done by first normalizing the direction 

permeability values with the initial pack permeability value. Also, in order to fit the data, 

a square root of the ratio is taken (Collins 1952; Bai et al. 2002). Since the fluid flow 

conditions in our control volume are depicted by a constant potential difference and not 

constant flux we need to take a square root of the permeahbility values. Thereafter this 

ratio data is fit to a scalene ellipsoid (Figure 3.26) to obtain an equation of the ellipsoid 
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and hence the three principal directions of the ellipsoid (Figure 3.27). A scalene ellipsoid 

is an ellipsoid that has the three axes of the ellipsoid unequal to each other. 

Figure 3.27 shows that the polar axis of the permeability ellipsoid is almost along 

the z-axis and the equatorial axes of the permeability ellipsoid lie almost in the XY plane. 

The value of the semi-major equatorial axis (blue line) is 1.52. The value of the semi-

minor equatorial axis (green line) is 1.34. The value of the semi-polar axis (red line) is 

1.26. These values are the normalized values as described above. Thus if K is the original 

isotropic value of permeability of the specimen pack, (3.1) describes the value of 

permeability after deformation in the three principal directions. The three principal 

directions are defined by the unit vectors (columns) in (3.2). 

 

2.30 0 0

0 1.80 0

0 0 1.59

anisotropicK K
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0.308 0.951 0.00946

0.951 0.308 0.0338

0.0292 0.0194 0.999

UnitVectors

 
 

  
 
 

 (3.2) 

Figure 3.27 - Directions of principal permeability. (a) X view, (b) Y view, (c) Z view. 
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  This depicts that the minimum increase in permeability occurs in the polar axis 

direction and the maximum increase in permeability lies in the equatorial plane. This is in 

agreement with what has been reported before (M. Bruno 1994). The orientation of the 

shear micro-cracks is steeply dipping to vertical as shown in Figure 3.20 above which 

leads to the increase in permeability in the axial direction but this effect is countered by 

the effect of compaction in the axial direction. Due to a lower confining stress in the 

radial direction, the sample bulges in the radial dirention. This bulging accomodates for 

the dilation of the sample due to shear failure. Hence, the increase in permeability in the 

axial direction is minimum and the horizontal directions depict a greater increase in 

permeability in the horizontal directions. 

3.3.2 Case 2: Rectangular sample, hmin = 50 psi, Hmax = 150 psi 

A rectangular sample geometry was chosen to observe the effect of the 

mechanical deformation under completely anisotropic loading on a weakly cemented 

granular sample and the corresponding permeability response. Constant and unequal 

stresses were maintained on the X and Y boundaries of the sample to attain the 

completely anisotropic setup. Figure 3.28 depicts the stress-strain response of the 

rectangular sample where, the sample was maintained at a constant stress of 50 psi at the 

X boundaries and a constant stress of 150 psi at the Y boundaries. Before mechanically 

deforming the sample, a small amount of cohesion (S_Strength=0.04 psi) and tensile 

strength (N_Strength=0.1 psi) was installed in the sample. The mechanical deformation 

caused these cracks to break. Due to a high value of tensile strength, the cracks were 

formed only due to shear failure as shown later. 
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Figure 3.28 - Stress-strain response of a rectangular sample under a constant stress of 50 

psi in the X direction, a constant stress of 150 psi in the Y direction and a small amount 

of cohesion and tensile strength (S_Strength = 0.04 psi and N_Strength = 0.1 psi) 

Figure 3.29 - Micro-cracks observed as circular discs in the simulation after 10% axial 

strain. (a) X-view, (b) Y-view, (c) Z-view.  
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The micro-cracks formed due to mechanical deformation at 10% axial strain are 

shown in Figure 3.29. The cracks observed are preferentially oriented depending on the 

stresses in the sample. In Figure 3.29(b), which is the Y-view of the cracks, we observe 

that cracks preferentially arrange themselves diagonally, possibly representing shear 

bands in the sample. Figure 3.30 depicts the orientation of the cracks. The dip magnitude 

histogram shows that most crack normals are aligned at dip angles 80-90 degrees 

implying vertical orientation of the micro-cracks. The strike orientation rose diagram, 

depicts that the strike of most cracks is oriented in the Y direction, which is the direction 

of maximum horizontal stress. From the stereographic projections it is very evident that 

the cracks try to align themselves vertically. Also, a higher density of intersection points 

at low and high x values depicts that the strikes of the cracks align in the Y direction. 
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Figure 3.30 - Representation of observed micro-cracks (a) Dip magnitude of the normal 

of the micro-cracks, (b) Strike orientation of the micro-cracks, (c) Stereographic 

projection of the micro-crack normals where the concentric circles represent the 

stereographic projections of the particular dip magnitudes for reference. 

Figure 3.31 shows that sliding fraction maps in horizontal planes at different Z 

values. Figure 3.31 depicts both the initially stressed sample as well as the mechanical 

deformed sample. From the two figures it is inferred that after mechanical deformation, 
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the maximum sliding occurs close to the center of the sample. Figure 3.31(g) also shows 

two preferential lines of sliding parallel to the Y-axis again possibly providing evidence 

of shear failure xones running along the hmax direction. 

Figure 3.31 - Sliding fraction maps of horizontal slices. 
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The mechanical deformation and associated local failure leads to a change in 

permeability. The principal permeability values are represented as a function of the initial 

permeability values (3.3). The unit vectors defined by the columns of (3.4) give the 

respective directions of these permeability values. Figure 3.32 displays the principal 

permeability directions which reveals that the direction of minimum increase is very 

close to the axial direction of the sample and the direction of the maximum increase in 

permeability is very close the direction of the maximum horizontal stress. The 

preferential arrangement of the micro-cracks in the vertical direction and the maximum 

horizontal stress direction leads to the observed anisotropy in permeability values. 
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Figure 3.32 - Principal permeability directions, (a) X view, (b) Y view, (c) Z view. 
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3.4 EFFECT OF CONFINING PRESSURE 

Cylindrical samples were deformed at different confining pressures using both 

Hertz-Mindlin contact model and the linear contact model. Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 

show the macroscopic stress-strain response of the samples considered below. After the 

mechanical deformation, fluid flow simulations were conducted on each case considered. 

3.4.1 Using Hertz-Mindlin contact model 

Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 show the orientation of the three principal 

permeability directions obtained after mechanical deformation of the sample to 10% axial 

strain under different confining pressures. Table 3.5 gives the normalized principal 

permeability values for the different confining pressure cases. It is evident that the 

direction of minimum permeability increase seems is in the axial direction and the other 

two principal permeability directions lie in a plane almost parallel to the XY plane. Three 

principal permeability ratio values decrease with increasing confining pressure implying 

increasing influence of compaction at higher stresses. Another point to note here is that 

K11 and K22 are more comparable to each other than K33 because the sample is under an 

isotropic confining pressure condition in the radial direction. The difference between K11 

and K22 is because of local heterogeneities leading to preferential orientation of shear 

zones in the sample. Also, it seems that the random particle distribution would have an 

impact on the directions of K11 and K22. Here, since our initial particle locations (before 

mechanical deformation) are exactly the same for all the cases considered, we obtain the 

principal permeability values aligned close to each other. Other random particle location 

configurations should lead to different directions of K11 and K22. 
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Figure 3.33 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

confining pressures with the colors representing the maximum, the medium and the 

minimum permeability ratio values. Hertz-Mindlin contact model was used during 

mechanical deformation. (a) X view, (b) Y view and (c) Z view. 

Figure 3.34 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

confining pressures with the colors representing the cases of different confining 

pressures. Hertz-Mindlin contact model was used during mechanical deformation. (a) X 

view, (b) Y view and (c) Z view. 
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Table 3.5 – Principal permeability ratio values at different confining pressures using 

Hertz-Mindlin contact model on a cylindrical sample. 

Confining Pressure zz mean 11
K

K
 22

K
K

 33K
K

 

50 psi 274 psi 125 psi 2.21 2.02 1.67 

200 psi 841 psi 413 psi 2.04 1.90 1.55 

400 psi 1995 psi 932 psi 2.01 1.84 1.55 

1000 psi 4774 psi 2258 psi 1.94 1.69 1.41 

3.4.2 Using Linear contact model 

As in the previous case the effect of confining pressure was observed on 

cylindrical samples but instead of the Hertz-Mindlin contact model, the linear contact 

model was used. The macroscopic stress-strain response of the samples considered has 

been shown in Figure 3.15. The confining pressure in the axi-symmetric tri-axial test 

simulations was varied like before and fluid flow analysis was performed on deformed 

samples to observe change in permeability. In this set of results no cohesion was defined 

in the samples initially. Hence, micro-crack pictures that give conclusive evidence of 

location and orientation shear failure in the samples could not be obtained. 

Table 3.6 shows the values of principal permeability ratio obtained for samples 

run with linear contact model, without cohesion at different confining pressures. 





is 

the ratio of the porosity of the sample after deformation to the porosity of the sample 

before mechanical deformation. A decrease in the porosity ratio describes lesst dilation of 

the simulation sample with an increase in the mean stress of the sample. The normalized 

principal permeability values decrease with an increase in the confining pressure as in the 

previous case (3.4.1) due to more compaction. 
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Table 3.6 - Principal permeability ratio values at different confining pressures using 

linear contact model for a cylindrical sample geometry. 

Confining Pressure zz mean 





 11
K

K
 22

K
K

 33K
K

 

50 psi 293 psi 131 psi 1.35 2.33 1.81 1.67 

200 psi 854 psi 418 psi 1.31 1.99 1.67 1.50 

400 psi 1913 psi 904 psi 1.30 1.89 1.60 1.36 

1000 psi 4679 psi 2226 psi 1.20 1.38 1.24 1.04 

 

Figure 3.35 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

confining pressures with the colors representing the maximum, the medium and the 

minimum permeability ratio values. Linear contact model was used during mechanical 

deformation. (a) X view, (b) Y view and (c) Z view. 
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Figure 3.36 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

confining pressures with the colors representing the cases of different confining 

pressures. Linear contact model was used during mechanical deformation. (a) X view, (b) 

Y view and (c) Z view. 

Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36 depict the principal permeability directions of the 

samples considered. From the two figures it is very clear that the direction in which the 

permeability increase is the least is aligned along the Z-axis. The other two directions of 

principal permeability are aligned perpendicular to each other and lie in a plane close to 

the XY plane. This is in agreement with the case considered with the Hertz-Mindlin 

contact model (3.4.1). The values were slightly different but the trend of the values was 

similar. Both Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 depict an increase in the mean stress of the 

simulation sample which leads to less dilation of the samples. This reduced dilation of the 

simulation samples further leads to a decrease in the calculated permeability values of the 

sample. 

3.5 EFFECT OF ANISOTROPY 

From the information obtained, the effect of the confining pressure on the 

principal permeability directions in the equatorial plane cannot be deduced. Mechanical 

deformation of rectangular samples allows for the possibility of anisotropic stress in the 
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horizontal plane. Such conditions should lead to preferential orientation of shear failure 

planes and hence preferential flow in certain directions (as shown in 3.3.2). 

3.5.1 Without cohesion 

The sample was confined with independent stresses in the two horizontal 

directions and was loaded to 10% axial strain in the third direction. Again since no 

cohesion was defined in the sample, no micro-cracks could be observed after 

deformation. Hence conclusive evidence of shear localization was not available. After 

mechanical deformation to 10% axial strain, fluid flow simulations were conducted on 

the samples to obtain an assessment of the effect of deformation on the permeability. 

Table 3.7 shows that the values of normalized principal permeability ratio 

increases with increasing horizontal stress anisotropy. The horizontal stress anisotropy is 

represented by changing the values of yy while maintaining xx constant in the different 

cases considered. A general increasing trend in the permeability values is observed with 

an increase in yy. The only irregularity is observed at a yy value equal to 150 psi which 

we ignore here. An increase in the values of yy, causes an increase in the zz values and 

hence the mean values. Even though the mean values in the samples are increasing, the 

permeability values of the samples increase. This could be the effect of increased shear 

failure due to greater stress contrast in the horizontal directions.  A higher stress contrast 

in the horizontal directions leads ot a greater principal permeability value contrast in the 

maximum and the intermediate directions. 

Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38 show the orientation of the principal permeability 

directions. The figures also show that the direction of minimum increase of permeability 

align close to the Z-axis because the vertical direction is the direction of the highest stress 

state and hence the direction of maximum compaction. Using the above-mentioned 
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principle, it is counterintuitive that the maximum increase in permeability occurs close to 

the Y direction, especially in the cases where stresses in the X and Y direction are 

unequal. In the mentioned cases of anisotropy in the horizontal stresses, the shear failure 

planes align their strike parallel to Y direction hence increasing the permeability in the Y 

direction. Figure 3.38 also shows that the orientation of principal permeability directions 

in the equatorial plane tend to align themselves along the X-axis and Y-axis direction as 

the anisotropy in the horizontal stresses is increased. 

Figure 3.37 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

cases of anisotropy with the colors representing the maximum, the medium and the 

minimum permeability ratio values. No cohesion was installed in the samples. (a) X 

view, (b) Y view and (c) Z view. 
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Figure 3.38 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

cases of anisotropy with the colors representing the various cases of stress anisotropy. No 

cohesion was installed in the sample. (a) X view, (b) Y view and (c) Z view. 

Table 3.7 - Principal permeability ratio values for anisotropic stresses in the horizontal 

directions for samples without cohesion. 

xx yy 

zz 

(at 10% axial 

strain) 

mean 

(at 10% axial 

strain) 

11
K

K
 22

K
K

 33K
K

 

50 psi 50 psi 404 psi 168 psi 2.07 1.97 1.63 

50 psi 100 psi 504 psi 218 psi 2.37 2.13 1.82 

50 psi 150 psi 564 psi 255 psi 2.69 2.24 1.87 

50 psi 200 psi 759 psi 336 psi 2.69 2.16 1.86 

50 psi 300 psi 839 psi 396 psi 2.86 2.43 1.94 

3.5.2 With cohesion 

The behavior of rectangular samples when a small amount of cohesion is installed 

in the samples before mechanical deformation is shown below. The cohesion value used 

is S_Strength = 0.04 psi and the tensile strength used is N_Strength = 0.1 psi. Using these 

values for the bond stiffnesses, no tensile cracks are observed and only shear cracks are 

observed (Figure 3.39). With an increase in anisotropy it is observed that the number of 

micro-cracks start increasing, hence implying greater shear failure. The Y-axis view of 
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the different cases studied in Figure 3.39 show an enhanced tendency of the micro-cracks 

to align diagonally at increased anisotropy. Figure 3.40 shows the dip magnitude 

distribution of the normals of the micro-cracks which indicates a marked increase in the 

number of micro-cracks that dip vertically or near vertically with increasing horizontal 

stress anisotropy. At higher anisotropy, the vertical stress at failure (zz) is higher and 

hence the crack orientation is preferentially aligned vertically. Figure 3.41 depicts the 

effect of anisotropy in the horizontal plane on the strike angle distribution. The strike 

angle distribution shows that when a higher stress is maintained in a particular direction 

(here Y direction), the micro-cracks preferentially orient in that direction. 

Table 3.8 provides the values of the principal permeability ratios for the different 

cases considered. It is evident from the table and associated figures that due to an 

increase in the stress contrast in the horizontal plane, the localized shear failure increases, 

hence leading to an increase in the principal permeability ratio values. A very regular 

increasing trend of the maximum principal permeability value is observed with an 

increase in the hmax value.  

Figure 3.42 and Figure 3.43 show the orientation of principal permeability 

directions for the cases considered. As was observed above, the minimum increase in 

permeability for all the cases occurs in a direction close to the Z-axis. This primarily is 

due to the highest stress acting in that direction and hence causing less dilation of the 

sample. The other two directions of principal permeability lie in a plane close to the XY 

plane. Preferential orientation of the maximum direction of principal permeability is 

observed to align closer to the Y-axis for an increase in the anisotropy of stresses in the 

horizontal plane. 
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Figure 3.39 - Shear failure micro-cracks where xx=50 psi. (a) yy=50 psi, (b) yy=100 psi, 

(c) yy=150 psi, (d) yy=200 psi and (e) yy=300 psi. 
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Figure 3.40 – Dip magnitude distribution of the micro-crack normals for the different 

cases of anisotropy where xx=50 psi. (a) yy=50 psi, (b) yy=100 psi, (c) yy=150 psi, (d) 

yy=200 psi and (e) yy=300 psi. 
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Figure 3.41 - Strike angle distribution for the different cases of anisotropy where xx=50 

psi. (a) yy=50 psi, (b) yy=100 psi, (c) yy=150 psi, (d) yy=200 psi and (e) yy=300 psi. 
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Table 3.8 - Principal permeability ratio values for anisotropic stresses in the horizontal 

directions for samples with cohesion. 

xx yy zz mean 11
K

K
 22

K
K

 33K
K

 

50 psi 50 psi 410 psi 170 psi 2.27 1.96 1.73 

50 psi 100 psi 456 psi 202 psi 2.36 1.97 1.80 

50 psi 150 psi 565 psi 255 psi 2.51 2.12 1.77 

50 psi 200 psi 764 psi 338 psi 2.61 2.20 1.78 

50 psi 300 psi 838 psi 396 psi 2.92 2.29 1.85 

 

Figure 3.42 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

cases of anisotropy with the colors representing the maximum, the medium and the 

minimum permeability ratio values. Cohesion was installed in the samples. (a) X view, 

(b) Y view and (c) Z view. 
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Figure 3.43 - Principal permeability directions at 10% axial strain of samples at different 

cases of anisotropy with the colors representing the various cases of stress anisotropy. No 

cohesion was installed in the sample. (a) X view, (b) Y view and (c) Z view. 

An important observation here would be to highlight the dependence of the 

strength of the sample on the hmax value (22). According to the Mohr-Coulomb failure 

criterion, the failure envelope is independent of the intermediate principal stress value (J. 

C. Jaeger et al. 2007). However, the results here predict that with an increase in the value 

of the intermediate principal stress, the strength of the sample increases. Thus a three 

dimensional failure criterion such as the Hoek-Brown criterion or the Modified Lade 

criterion should be used to include the effect of 22 on the failure of the samples 

considered (Zoback 2007). 

The rectangular specimens show that with an increase in the mean stress of the 

sample the normalized principal permeability value increases (Table 3.7 and Table 3.8). 

This is contrary to what was discovered for the case of increasing confining pressure for 

cylindrical samples (Table 3.5 and Table 3.6), where an increase in the mean stress led to 

a reduction in the normalized principal permeability values of the deformed samples. 

Greater stress anisotropy in the horizontal directions leads to stronger alignment of the 

micro-cracks in the hmax direction. This creates continuous flow paths along the Y-axis 
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and hence leads to the preferential increase of the maximum principal permeability in the 

hmax direction.  

3.6 EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND SORTING 

Various simulations were performed to assess the influence of the grain size 

distribution and sorting on shear failure and the associated permeability values. 

Mechanical deformation was done on cylindrical simulation samples maintained at a 

radially symmetric confining stress of 50 psi. The permeability values of the sample were 

compared before and after mechanical deformation for each of the cases. 

Table 3.9 shows the different cases of variable grain size distribution and sorting 

considered. Figure 3.44 and Figure 3.45 show the grain size distribution in each of the 

cases considered. The uniformity coefficient used here is defined as the ratio of d60 to d10 

where dn represents the diameter of a particle such that n % of the particles by mass are 

smaller than dn. The mean diameter is calculated by dividing the total particle volume by 

the total number of particles. Case 2 corresponds to the actual grain size distribution of 

the Medium Ottawa sand used in the associated experiments. All the other cases are 

hypothetical size distributions. The hypothetical size distributions are generated by 

maintaining the d50 of all the samples at the same value and varying the percentage of 

grains in all the bins. It is evident that the percentage of both fine particles and coarse 

particles is increased with an increase in the UC hence leading to a reduction in the 

medium sized particles with an increase in the UC to maintain the d50 at a constant value. 
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Table 3.9 - Different variations of grain size distribution and sorting analyzed 

Case 
Uniformity Coefficient  

(d60/d10) 

Mean Diameter  

(m) 
Number of Particles 

1 1.53 151 13017 

2 2 138 16852 

3 2.53 128 21112 

4 3.03 120 25855 

5 3.34 114 30482 

 

Figure 3.44 - Cumulative grain size distribution of the different cases discussed. The 

uniformity coefficient of the distributions serves as a unique identifier. 
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Figure 3.45 - Particle size distributions discussed distributed into different bins by mass. 

Table 3.10 gives the values of the initial principal permeability tensors for the 

different cases in consideration. The tensors are obtained by both fitting the direction 

permeability values to a general ellipsoid and a general sphere. When the directional 

permeability values are fit to a general ellipsoid, the principal permeability values 

obtained are anisotropic. On the other hand, when the directional permeability values are 

fit to a general sphere, the principal permeability values obtained are isotropic and hence 

only one value for that case is presented in the table. The error in the respective fitting 

methods is calculated and presented in the last two columns of the table. It is observed 

that the principal permeability values of the sample before deformation are almost 

isotropic due to the non-preferential orientations and positions of the grains in the initial 
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packing. Thus this validates our assumption of using an isotropic principal permeability 

value for the initially undeformed sample.  

Table 3.10 - Initial principal permeability values obtained by fitting the directional 

permeability values to a general ellipsoid and a general sphere. 

 

Case 

ellipsoidK   
sphereK  

 
ellipsoid

Error  

 
sphere

Error  11

ellipsoid
K  

22

ellipsoid
K  

33

ellipsoid
K  

1 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.0314 0.0318 

2 0.61 0.59 0.56 0.58 0.0403 0.0416 

3 0.60 0.56 0.52 0.55 0.0359 0.04 

4 0.58 0.51 0.47 0.51 0.0305 0.0363 

5 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.0293 0.0302 

Table 3.11 shows the obtained principal permeability multiplier values on 

mechanical deformation of the different grain size distribution cases considered. As 

expected, the initial particle configurations leads to a variation in the initial isotropic 

permeability values. The initial isotropic permeability (K) is found to decrease with an 

increase in the uniformity coefficient and an increase in mean diameter of the different 

cases considered. The only anomaly to that is the first case in which the initial 

permeability shows a lower value than expected which could be ascribed to much smaller 

number of particles in the simulation and hence an insufficiently large control volume. 

After mechanical deformation (10% axial strain), the lowest and the intermediate 

principal permeability values show a clear decreasing trend with an increase in the 

uniformity coefficient and an increase in the mean particle diameter. This minimum 

principal permeability is found to lie very close to the axial direction. 
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Table 3.11 - Normalized principal permeability values and the initial isotropic 

permeability values for the different cases of grain size distribution and sorting discussed. 

Case UC  

(d60/d10) 

Dmean  

(m) 

K 
11

K
K

 22
K

K
 33K

K
 

1 1.53 151 0.56 2.14 2.07 1.74 

2 2 138 0.58 2.24 1.74 1.61 

3 2.53 128 0.55 1.84 1.74 1.53 

4 3.03 120 0.51 1.74 1.64 1.49 

5 3.34 114 0.43 1.81 1.56 1.42 
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Chapter 4: Summary 

In the current work we conducted mechanical deformation simulations on 

simulated packs of unconsolidated sand. The mechanical deformation simulation 

procedures were kept very similar to the mechanical deformation experimental 

procedures. The various input parameters in the simulations were mostly grain scale 

parameters such as shear modulus of grains, Poisson's ratio of grains, linear friction 

coefficient between any two grains, linear friction coefficient between a grain and a wall 

and the rolling resistance factors. These input parameters were used when the Hertz-

Mindlin Contact model was used. The other input parameters for the simulations were the 

porosity of the sample, the sample geometry, sample dimensions, the grain size 

distribution and the strain rate. The calibration of the input parameters was done for 

simulations with cylindrical sample geometry. The simulations sample dimensions were 

kept at the same aspect ratio as the experimental sample. The height and diameter of the 

experimental samples were 3" and 2" respectively while the height and diameter of the 

simulation samples were 0.45" and 0.3" respectively. Thus, the aspect ratio of the both 

the experiment and simulation samples was set as 1.5. The reason for a much smaller 

simulation sample in comparison to the experimental samples was to keep the number of 

particles in the simulations at a convenient number. With an increase in the number of 

particles in the simulations the time taken for the mechanical deformation simulation to 

complete increases several-fold. Similar grain size distribution was used in both the 

experimental samples and the simulation samples. The porosity of the simulation samples 

was kept at 35%-40% initially while the porosity of the experimental samples was 

approximately 32% before the start of the mechanical deformation. The strain rate used in 
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the simulations was much higher than the strain rate used in the experiments because the 

strain rate did not seem to effect the macroscopic response of the simulations. 

Axi-symmetric tri-axial compressive tests were chosen to calibrate the 

experimental stress-strain response with the simulated stress-strain response. Varying the 

grain scale input parameters of the simulations and comparing the macroscopic 

simulation stress-strain response with the experimental stress-strain response did the 

calibration of the mechanical deformation simulations. The calibrated values of the shear 

modulus of grains, the Poisson's ratio of grains, the ball-ball friction coefficient and the 

ball-wall friction coefficient were chosen to be 30 GPa, 0.064, 0.75 and 0.25 respectively. 

The rolling resistance factor or the Curb_Rolling_Factor (CRF) was given a different 

value for simulations at different confining pressures. At a confining pressure of 50 psi, 

200 psi and 400 psi the respective calibrated values of the CRF were 10, 15 and 50. 

The calibrated linear contact model parameters were different from the calibrated 

Hertz-Mindlin contact model parameters. Instead of defining the elastic properties of the 

grains using the shear modulus of the grains and the Poisson's ratio of the grains the 

linear contact model required the values of the normal stiffness of the grains and 

tangential stiffness of the grains. The calibrated values of the normal and shear stiffness 

of the grains were chosen to be 1e6 N/m each. The reason for exploring the linear contact 

model was that PFC
3D

 did not allow installing cohesion bonds with the Hertz-Mindlin 

contact model but PFC
3D 

allows cohesion bonds to be installed with the linear contact 

model. 

After calibrating the mechanical deformation simulations, the next step was to 

observe the failure in the simulation samples. Various tools were used to observe the 

microscopic failure occurring due to the preferential movement of the grains. 

Displacement maps were generated which showed the direction of the displacement of 
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the grains exclusively due to shear failure in chosen slices of the sample. Sliding fraction 

maps described the percentage of grains sliding through surface plots of chosen slices of 

the samples. Porosity maps were used to observe local dilation due to the microscopic 

shear failure in the samples. Other than the above-mentioned failure analysis techniques, 

statistical representation of the orientation and position of the micro-cracks was observed 

to be a very useful technique in describing the local shear failure occurring in the 

samples. This mentioned technique could only be used when some cohesion was installed 

between the sand grains in the simulations before the start of the mechanical deformation. 

In order to have micro-cracks formed primarily due to shear mechanism, the bond 

strength in the tangential direction was kept much smaller in comparison to the bond 

strength in the normal direction. Thus the micro-cracks were formed mainly due to local 

shear failure in the samples. These micro-cracks formed were represented as hypothetical 

discs with the normals of the discs oriented collinear to the line joining the centers of the 

particles in consideration and the width of the discs represented the distance between the 

grains. Using the orientation of the normals of the discs we statistically represent the dip 

magnitude of the micro-crack planes, the strike of the micro-crack planes and the 

stereographic projections of the micro-crack normals. 

The next step was to simulate fluid flow through the simulated sand packs and 

observe the effect of shear failure on the permeability of the packs. The basic fluid 

analysis package that can be coupled with PFC
3D 

was found to be unsuitable to represent 

the effect of the local shear failure mechanism on the change in permeability of the 

system. On exploring the available options a decision was made to use pore network 

modeling to represent the effect of shear failure on the permeability change of the system. 

The pore network modeling was performed on MATLAB. By assuming a spherical 

control volume within the sample and choosing diametrically opposite inlet and outlet 
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pores on the outer boundary of the spherical control volume, a description of the 

permeability of the system can be obtained based on the potential difference and the flux 

in the respective directions. Assuming the initial packing to be a homogeneous pack, we 

calculate the permeability in all the directions and then to remove the effect of the local 

heterogeneities we fit the permeability data to a sphere and assume an isotropic value of 

permeability for the initial pack. The directional permeability values of the samples after 

mechanical deformation are normalized with the isotropic permeability values and then 

the square root of the normalized directional permeability values are fit to a general 

ellipsoid equation (Collins 1952). The ellipsoid equation can then be transformed to 

obtain the directions and the values of the major, intermediate and minor axes of the 

ellipsoid that represent the directions of the principal permeability of the samples. The 

values of the axes of the ellipsoid can be used to calculate the values of the permeability 

change of the system in the principal directions. The fluid flow simulations conducted on 

the simulation packs showed that the minimum increase in permeability was always in a 

direction close to loading direction of the sample. This is because maximum compaction 

occurs in the loading direction. Thus the compaction causes a decrease in the pore 

volumes and the pore throats.  

Numerous simulations were conducted to observe the effect of confining pressure 

on the permeability change of the system. As expected, an increase in the confining 

pressure led to decreased dilation of the simulation samples. The increase in permeability 

with increasing confining pressure also decreased. Though in experiments, it is observed 

that at higher confining pressures the permeability value in the loading direction 

decreases, we are unable to observe that effect in the current simulations. This is probably 

because the effect of grain crushing has not been simulated. Grain crushing would cause 

the larger grains to break down into smaller grains hence decreasing the pore throats. 
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In order to understand the effect of anisotropy of the stresses in the horizontal 

plane on the failure patterns and the effect on the permeability of the system, mechanical 

deformation simulations were conducted on rectilinear sample geometry. The calibrated 

granular scale properties were used in the simulations and the X direction was kept at a 

constant lower stress (hmin) and the Y direction was maintained at a constant higher 

stress (hmax). Thus, the simulation samples did not represent radially symmetric 

conditions anymore. 

In our analysis the hmin was kept constant at a small value of 50 psi. The hmax 

was varied from 50 psi to 300 psi. Significant effect of the hmax value was observed. It 

was observed that with increasing value hmax, the failure planes had a preferential 

orientation in the hmax direction, which is in agreement with the Andersonian theory of 

faulting (Zoback 2007). This effect was also seen in the principal permeability values. 

With the increase in the value of hmax, the maximum principal permeability tried to align 

itself in the Y direction. Again, the minimum increase in the permeability was observed 

to be in the loading direction i.e. the Z direction for all cases. 

On using hypothetical grain size distributions it was observed that with an 

increase in the percentage of finer particles in the samples, the initial isotropic 

permeability of the samples decreased. As expected, the simulation with the minimum 

mean particle diameter was observed to have the minimum initial isotropic permeability 

value. The intermediate and minimum principal permeability multiplier values of the 

deformed samples were found to decrease with a decrease in mean particle diameter and 

an increase in the uniformity coefficient. 

Thus in summary in the current work we have successfully simulated calibrated 

mechanical deformation simulations, observed failure patterns and performed fluid flow 

simulations on the samples. For the first time, we have described the principal 
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permeability values of the samples in 3-D. We have analyzed the effect of the confining 

pressure in the mechanical deformation simulations on the failure and permeability 

values. We have also studied the effect of the confining pressure anisotropy in the 

horizontal directions. Lastly, we have also analyzed the effect of the grain size 

distributions. 

4.1 FUTURE WORK 

There is enormous scope of DEM simulations to understand more about the 

behavior of sand packs and relate the results to field scale phenomena. Some of the 

shortcomings of the current project need to be rectified as part of the future work. The 

simulation sample size was intentionally kept smaller so that PFC
3D

 could handle the 

simulations in reasonable time. With the advent of multiple processor enabled DEM 

simulators such as LAMMPS, this difficulty can be circumvented and more 

representative simulations could be conducted. The particle shapes in the current work 

have been assumed to be spherical and a separate rolling resistance factor has been 

enabled to simulate the effect of particle shape. Using appropriate particle shapes in the 

future might help in eliminating the CRF. In the current work we do not simulate grain 

crushing. Grain crushing is of consequence because when larger grains are reduced to 

smaller sizes, the permeability of the samples would decrease. The fluid flow simulations 

conducted in the current research use a very simplistic mechanism and we ignore the pore 

level phenomenon such as wettability and capillarity. Incorporation of such physical 

processes in the future simulations might help in calibrating the fluid flow mechanism 

and obtaining absolute values of permeability. 

In order to relate the results from the current research to field scale phenomenon, 

we can simulate wave propagation experiments to obtain values of dynamic elastic 
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parameters. These parameters are directly obtained in the field from sonic logs. Thus the 

simulation results can be directly incorporated in the field. Discrete Element Models can 

also be used to represent the effect of stresses on the stability of sand arches. The stability 

of sand structures (eg. gravel packs) can be studied under the effect of different boundary 

conditions. This can provide an insight into the mechanism of arching or bridging. 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX A 

This section contains the codes written in PFC
3D

 for the mechanical deformation 

of the simulation packs. 

 

File Name: Apacking.dat 

 

new 

set random 1 

def make_walls 

 extend = 0.0 

 factor = 1.1 

 _xR = width/2.0  ;Right 

 _xL = -width/2.0  ;Left 

 _yB = width/2.0  ;Back 

 _yF = -width/2.0  ;Front 

 _zB = -height/2.0  ;Bottom 

 _zT = height/2.0  ;Top 

 w_stiff = 1e6 

 ;Bottom widthall 

 _x0 = -width 

 _y0 = -width 

 _z0 = _zB 

 _x1 =  width 

 _y1 = -width 

 _z1 = _zB 

 _x2 =  width 

 _y2 =  width 

 _z2 = _zB 

 _x3 = -width 

 _y3 =  width 

 _z3 = _zB 

 command 

  wall id=1 face (_x0,_y0,_z0) (_x1,_y1,_z1) (_x2,_y2,_z2) (_x3,_y3,_z3) 

kn=w_stiff ks=w_stiff  

 end_command 

 ;Top widthall 

 _x0 = -width 

 _y0 = -width 
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 _z0 = _zT 

 _x1 = -width 

 _y1 =  width 

 _z1 = _zT 

 _x2 =  width 

 _y2 =  width 

 _z2 = _zT 

 _x3 =  width 

 _y3 = -width 

 _z3 = _zT 

 command 

  wall id=2 face (_x0,_y0,_z0) (_x1,_y1,_z1) (_x2,_y2,_z2) (_x3,_y3,_z3) 

kn=w_stiff ks=w_stiff  

 end_command 

 ; X-Right widthall 

 _x0 = _xR 

 _y0 = -width 

 _z0 = -height 

 _x1 = _xR 

 _y1 = -width 

 _z1 = height 

 _x2 = _xR 

 _y2 = width 

 _z2 = height 

 _x3 = _xR 

 _y3 = width 

 _z3 = -height 

 command 

  wall id=3 face (_x0,_y0,_z0) (_x1,_y1,_z1) (_x2,_y2,_z2) (_x3,_y3,_z3) 

kn=w_stiff ks=w_stiff  

 end_command 

 ; X-Left widthall 

 _x0 = _xL 

 _y0 = -width 

 _z0 = -height 

 _x1 = _xL 

 _y1 = width 

 _z1 = -height 

 _x2 = _xL 

 _y2 = width 

 _z2 = height 

 _x3 = _xL 

 _y3 = -width 
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 _z3 = height 

 command 

  wall id=4 face (_x0,_y0,_z0) (_x1,_y1,_z1) (_x2,_y2,_z2) (_x3,_y3,_z3) 

kn=w_stiff ks=w_stiff  

 end_command 

 ; Y-Back widthall 

 _x0 = width 

 _y0 = _yB 

 _z0 = -height 

 _x1 = width 

 _y1 = _yB 

 _z1 = height 

 _x2 = -width 

 _y2 = _yB 

 _z2 = height 

 _x3 = -width 

 _y3 = _yB 

 _z3 = -height 

 command 

  wall id=5 face (_x0,_y0,_z0) (_x1,_y1,_z1) (_x2,_y2,_z2) (_x3,_y3,_z3) 

kn=w_stiff ks=w_stiff  

 end_command 

 ; Y-Front widthall 

 _x0 = -width 

 _y0 = _yF 

 _z0 = -height 

 _x1 = -width 

 _y1 = _yF 

 _z1 = height 

 _x2 = width 

 _y2 = _yF 

 _z2 = height 

 _x3 = width 

 _y3 = _yF 

 _z3 = -height 

 command 

  wall id=6 face (_x0,_y0,_z0) (_x1,_y1,_z1) (_x2,_y2,_z2) (_x3,_y3,_z3) 

kn=w_stiff ks=w_stiff  

 end_command  

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def cycling 

 get_ss 
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 S = wszz 

 loop while S>tol 

  get_ss 

  S = wszz 

  command 

   print S 

   cycle 1000 calm 10 

   zero 

  end_command 

 end_loop 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def get_ss ; determine average stress and strain at walls 

 xdif  = w_x(wadd_right) - w_x(wadd_left) 

 ydif  = w_z(wadd_front) - w_z(wadd_back) 

 zdif  = w_z(wadd_top) - w_z(wadd_bottom) 

 new_height = height + zdif 

 new_xwidth = width + xdif 

 new_ywidth = width + ydif 

 wsxx = -0.5*(w_xfob(wadd_left) - w_xfob(wadd_right)) / 

(new_height*new_ywidth) 

 wsyy = -0.5*(w_yfob(wadd_back) - w_yfob(wadd_front)) / 

(new_height*new_xwidth) 

 wszz  = -0.5*(w_zfob(wadd_bottom) - w_zfob(wadd_top)) / 

(new_xwidth*new_ywidth) 

 wezz  = zdif/height 

 wexx = xdif/width 

 weyy = ydif/width 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def wall_id 

 wadd_top = find_wall(2) 

 wadd_bottom = find_wall(1) 

 wadd_right = find_wall(3) 

 wadd_left = find_wall(4) 

 wadd_back = find_wall(5) 

 wadd_front = find_wall(6) 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def assemble  ; assemble sample 

 tot_vol = height*width*width 

 num1 = 9033 

 num2 = 6967 
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 num3 = 3695 

 num4 = 1764 

 totno = 21459 

 mult   = 2   ; initial radius multiplication factor 

 r1_0    = r1/mult 

 n1 = 1 

 n2 = totno 

 _xR = width/2.0   ;Right 

 _xL = -width/2.0  ;Left 

 _yB = width/2.0   ;Back 

 _yF = -width/2.0  ;Front 

 _zB = -height/2.0  ;Bottom 

 _zT = height/2.0  ;Top 

 n_stiff = 1e6 

 s_stiff = 1e6 

 fric_ = 0.0 

 dens_ = 2650 

 command 

  gen id=n1,n2 rad=r1_0,r1_0 x=_xL,_xR y=_yF,_yB z=_zB,_zT tries 

10000000000 

  prop kn=n_stiff ks=s_stiff fric=fric_ dens=dens_ 

 end_command 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

macro zero 'ini xvel 0 yvel 0 zvel 0 xspin 0 yspin 0 zspin 0' 

set height = 0.01143 width = 0.00762 

SET r1=105.0e-6 

SET tol=1.0 

make_walls 

wall_id 

assemble 

save Apacking.sav 

call Bpacking.dat 

 

Bpacking.dat 

 

restore Apacking.sav 

def initialsetup 

 n_stiff = 1e8 

 s_stiff = 1e8 

 command 

  prop kn=n_stiff ks=s_stiff 

 end_command 
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 id1=1 

 id2=num1 

 command 

  range name size1 id=id1,id2 

 end_command 

 id1=id2+1 

 id2=id1+num2-1 

 command 

  range name size2 id=id1,id2 

 end_command 

 id1=id2+1 

 id2=id1+num3-1 

 command 

  range name size3 id=id1,id2 

 end_command 

 id1=id2+1 

 id2=id1+num4-1 

 command 

  range name size4 id=id1,id2 

 end_command 

 step1=10.0 

 mult1=(r1/r1_0)^(1/step1) 

 loop i(1,step1) 

  command 

   ini rad mul mult1 range size1 

   cycle 1000 calm 10 

   cycling 

  end_command 

 end_loop 

 step2=50.0 

 mult2=(r2/r1_0)^(1/step2) 

 loop i(1,step2) 

  command 

   ini rad mul mult2 range size2 

   cycle 1000 calm 10 

   cycling 

  end_command 

 end_loop 

 step3=50.0 

 mult3=(r3/r1_0)^(1/step3) 

 loop i(1,step3) 

  command 
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   ini rad mul mult3 range size3 

   cycle 1000 calm 10 

   cycling 

  end_command 

 end_loop 

 step4=50.0 

 mult4=(r4/r1_0)^(1/step4) 

 loop i(1,step4) 

  command 

   ini rad mul mult4 range size4 

   cycle 1000 calm 10 

   cycling 

  end_command 

 end_loop 

end 

set r2=148.5e-6 r3=210.0e-6 r4=250e-6 

initialsetup 

plot create assembly 

plot set back white 

plot set cap size 25 

plot set mag 1.25 

plot set rot 0 0 0 

plot add ball range size4 green 

plot add ball range size3 yellow 

plot add ball range size2 red 

plot add ball range size1 black 

save Bpacking.sav 

call Cprops.dat 

 

Cprops.dat 

 

restore Bpacking.sav 

def floaters 

 array coordno(50000) 

end 

def coordinationnumber 

 count=0.0 

 cp=b_clist(bp) 

 loop while cp#NULL 

  if c_ball1(cp)=bp then 

   cp=c_b1clist(cp) 

  else 

   cp=c_b2clist(cp) 
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  end_if 

  count=count+1 

 end_loop 

 bid = b_id(bp) 

 coordno(bid) = count 

end 

def removal 

 bp = ball_head 

 loop while bp#NULL 

  coordinationnumber 

  bp = b_next(bp) 

 end_loop 

 

 bp = ball_head 

 count_coord = 0 

 loop while bp#NULL 

  bid = b_id(bp) 

  if coordno(bid) < 4 then 

   if bid < (num1+num2+num3+1) then 

    count_coord = count_coord + 1 

   end_if 

   bnext=b_next(bp) 

   ii=b_delete(bp) 

   bp=bnext 

  else 

   bp = b_next(bp) 

  end_if 

 end_loop 

 command 

  print count_coord 

 end_command 

end 

def applyprops 

 n_stiff = 1e6 

 s_stiff = 1e6 

 w_nstiff = 1e6 

 w_sstiff = 1e6 

 fric_ = 0.75 

 command 

  prop kn=n_stiff ks=s_stiff fric fric_ 

  prop pb_kn=1e6 pb_ks=1e6 pb_nstrength=6.894e2 pb_radius=1 

pb_sstrength=2.7576e2 

  wall prop fric=0.25 kn=w_nstiff ks=w_sstiff 
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  cycle 5000 calm 10 

  cycling 

 end_command 

end 

floaters 

removal 

applyprops 

save Cprops.sav 

call Djacket.dat 

 

Djacket.dat 

 

restore Cprops.sav 

set safety_fac=0.7 

delete wall 3 

delete wall 4 

delete wall 5 

delete wall 6 

def get_ss_jacket ; determine average stress and strain at walls  

 widths 

 zdif  = w_z(wadd_top) - w_z(wadd_bottom) 

 new_height = height + zdif 

 wszz  = -0.5*(w_zfob(wadd_bottom) - w_zfob(wadd_top)) / 

(avg_width_x*avg_width_y) 

 wezz  = zdif/height 

end 

def get_gain ; determine servo gain parameters for axial and lateral motion  

  get_ss_jacket 

  membrane_forces 

  alpha = 0.7 ; relaxation factor 

  count = 0 

  avg_stiff = 0 

  cp = contact_head      ; find avg. number of contacts on top/bottom walls 

  loop while cp # null 

    if c_ball2(cp) = find_wall(2) 

      count = count + 1 

      avg_stiff = avg_stiff + c_kn(cp) 

    end_if 

    if c_ball2(cp) = find_wall(3) 

      count = count + 1 

      avg_stiff = avg_stiff + c_kn(cp) 

    end_if 

    cp = c_next(cp) 
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  end_loop 

  ncount = count / 2.0 

  avg_stiff = avg_stiff / count 

  gz = alpha*avg_width_x*avg_width_y/ (avg_stiff * ncount * tdel) 

end 

def widths  ; defining cylinder radius and radius of largest ball 

 bp = ball_head 

 max_x = 0.0 

 min_x = 0.0 

 max_y = 0.0 

 min_y = 0.0 

 loop while bp # null 

  if b_x(bp) > 0.0 then 

   temp_max_x = b_x(bp) + b_rad(bp) 

   if temp_max_x>max_x then 

    max_x = temp_max_x 

   end_if 

  else 

   temp_min_x = b_x(bp) - b_rad(bp) 

   if temp_min_x<min_x then 

    min_x = temp_min_x 

   end_if 

  end_if 

   

  if b_y(bp) > 0.0 then 

   temp_max_y = b_y(bp) + b_rad(bp) 

   if temp_max_y>max_y then 

    max_y = temp_max_y 

   end_if 

  else 

   temp_min_y = b_y(bp) - b_rad(bp) 

   if temp_min_y<min_y then 

    min_y = temp_min_y 

   end_if 

  end_if 

   

  bp = b_next(bp) 

 end_loop  

 rhi = r4 

 membrane_thickness = 2.0*rhi 

 ; outer dimensions of membrane 

 xmaxo = max_x 

 xmino = min_x 
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 ymaxo = max_y 

 ymino = min_y 

 ; inner dimensions of membrane 

 xmaxi = max_x-membrane_thickness 

 xmini = min_x+membrane_thickness 

 ymaxi = max_y-membrane_thickness 

 ymini = min_y+membrane_thickness 

 bp = ball_head 

 sum_max_x=0.0 

 sum_min_x=0.0 

 sum_max_y=0.0 

 sum_min_y=0.0 

 c_max_x = 0 

 c_min_x = 0 

 c_max_y = 0 

 c_min_y = 0 

 loop while bp#null 

  br = b_rad(bp) 

  bx = b_x(bp) 

  by = b_y(bp) 

  if bx>xmaxi then 

   sum_max_x = sum_max_x + bx + br 

   c_max_x = c_max_x + 1 

  else  

   if bx<xmini then 

    sum_min_x = sum_min_x + bx - br 

    c_min_x = c_min_x + 1 

   end_if 

  end_if 

  if by>ymaxi then 

   sum_max_y = sum_max_y + by + br 

   c_max_y = c_max_y + 1 

  else  

   if by<ymini then 

    sum_min_y = sum_min_y + by - br 

    c_min_y = c_min_y + 1 

   end_if 

  end_if 

  bp = b_next(bp) 

 end_loop 

 max_width_x = max_x - min_x 

 max_width_y = max_y - min_y 

 avg_width_x = (sum_max_x/c_max_x) - (sum_min_x/c_min_x) 
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 avg_width_y = (sum_max_y/c_max_y) - (sum_min_y/c_min_y) 

 wexx = (width-avg_width_x)/width 

 weyy = (width-avg_width_y)/width 

 wevol = wexx + weyy + wezz 

end 

def membrane_forces 

 bp = ball_head 

 wezz0 = zdif/height*100 

 smh = abs((38/7.62)*(-0.0017*wezz0*wezz0 + 0.1295*abs(wezz0) + 

0.0517)*1000) 

 loop while bp#null 

  br = b_rad(bp) 

  bx = b_x(bp) 

  by = b_y(bp) 

  v_x = -b_x(bp) 

  v_y = -b_y(bp) 

  A = 2.0*sqrt(3)*br*br 

  if bx>xmaxi then 

   b_xfap(bp) = -1*(abs(sxxcur*A)+smh*A) 

  else  

   if bx<xmini then 

    b_xfap(bp) = abs(sxxcur*A)+smh*A 

   end_if 

  end_if 

  if by>ymaxi then 

   b_yfap(bp) = -1*(abs(syycur*A)+smh*A) 

  else  

   if by<ymini then 

    b_yfap(bp) = abs(syycur*A)+smh*A 

   end_if 

  end_if 

  bp = b_next(bp) 

 end_loop  

end 

def iterate 

  loop while 1 # 0 

    get_gain 

    if abs((wszz - szzreq)/szzreq) < 0.1 then 

  if abs((sxreq - sxxreq)/sxxreq) < sig_tol then 

   if abs((syreq - syyreq)/syyreq) < sig_tol then 

    exit 

   end_if 

  end_if 
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    end_if 

    if sxreq>=sxxreq then 

  sxreq = sxxreq 

    end_if 

 if syreq>=syyreq then 

  syreq = syyreq 

    end_if 

 command 

  cycle 1000 calm 10 

    print wszz sxreq syreq udz 

 end_command 

  end_loop 

end 

def iterate_sub 

 loop while 1 # 0 

  get_gain 

  if abs(wszz) >= (0.9*abs(szzcur)) then 

   if abs((sxeq - sxxcur)/sxxcur) < sig_tol then 

    if abs((syeq - syycur)/syycur) < sig_tol then 

     exit 

    end_if 

   end_if 

  end_if 

  command 

   cycle 100 calm 10 

   print wszz sxeq syeq udz 

  end_command 

 end_loop 

end 

def servo 

 while_stepping 

 jacket_counter=jacket_counter+1 

 if jacket_counter>2 

  get_ss_jacket             ; compute stresses & strains 

  membrane_forces 

  jacket_counter=0 

 end_if 

 if z_servo = 1         ; switch stress servo on or off 

  udz = gz*(wszz - szzreq) 

  w_zvel(wadd_bottom) = -udz 

  w_zvel(wadd_top) = udz 

 end_if 

end 
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def looping 

 sxeq = -3447 

 syeq = -3447 

 szeq = 3447 

 loop while sxeq>sxxreq 

  sxeq = -3447 + sxeq 

  szeq = 3447 + szeq 

  syeq = -3447 + syeq 

  command 

   set sxxcur = sxeq  

   set szzcur = szeq 

   set syycur = syeq 

  end_command 

  iterate_sub 

 end_loop 

 loop while syeq>syyreq 

  szeq = 3447 + szeq 

  syeq = -3447+ syeq 

  command 

   set sxxcur = sxeq 

   set szzcur = szeq 

   set syycur = syeq 

  end_command 

  iterate_sub 

 end_loop 

end 

SET jacket_counter = 2 

SET sxxreq=-3.447e5 syyreq=-10.341e5 szzreq=10.341e5 sig_tol=0.05 z_servo=1 

;3.447e6 = 500psi 

SET echo off 

looping 

set echo on 

set szzcur = szzreq 

set sxxcur = sxxreq 

set syycur = syyreq 

iterate 

save Djacket.sav 

save Disotropic.sav 

call Dtriaxial.dat 

 

Dtriaxial.dat 
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restore Disotropic.sav 

set gravity 0 0 -9.81 

call crk.dat 

crk_init 

def accel_platens 

 if _close = 1 

  bottom_vel = strain_rate 

 else 

  bottom_vel = -strain_rate 

 end_if 

 top_vel = -bottom_vel 

 command 

  wall id 2 zvel = top_vel 

  wall id 1 zvel = bottom_vel 

 end_command 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def init_strain 

 wezz_0 = wezz 

 wexx_0 = wexx 

 weyy_0 = weyy 

 wevol_0 = wevol 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def stresses 

 wsxx = sxxreq 

 wsyy = syyreq 

 Stress_axial = wszz/6894 

 AxialStrain = wezz - wezz_0 

 LateralXStrain = wexx - wexx_0 

 LateralYStrain = weyy - weyy_0 

 VolStrain = wevol - wevol_0 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def cycleload 

 stepn = abs(wezz) 

 counter = 0 

 loop while counter<1.0 

  command 

   cycle 100 

  end_command 

  counter=abs(abs(wezz)-abs(stepn))/limit 

 end_loop 
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 command 

  save Dtriaxial.sav 

 end_command 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def col_code 

 dh = height/10.0 

 h0 = -height/2.0 

 h1 = h0+dh 

 h2 = h1+dh 

 h3 = h2+dh 

 h4 = h3+dh 

 h5 = h4+dh 

 h6 = h5+dh 

 h7 = h6+dh 

 h8 = h7+dh 

 h9 = h8+dh 

 h10 = h9+dh 

 dx0 = -width/10.0 

 dx1 = width/10.0 

 command 

  range name x1_ z=(h0,h1) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x2_ z=(h1,h2) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x3_ z=(h2,h3) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x4_ z=(h3,h4) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x5_ z=(h4,h5) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x6_ z=(h5,h6) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x7_ z=(h6,h7) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x8_ z=(h7,h8) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x9_ z=(h8,h9) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  range name x10_ z=(h9,h10) x=(dx0,dx1)  

  

  group _x_1 range x1_ 

  group _x_2 range x2_ 

  group _x_3 range x3_ 

  group _x_4 range x4_ 

  group _x_5 range x5_ 

  group _x_6 range x6_ 

  group _x_7 range x7_ 

  group _x_8 range x8_ 

  group _x_9 range x9_ 

  group _x_10 range x10_ 
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  plot create xplane 

  plot set back white 

  plot set cap size 25 

  plot add ball range group _x_1 yellow 

  plot add ball range group _x_2 black 

  plot add ball range group _x_3 yellow 

  plot add ball range group _x_4 black 

  plot add ball range group _x_5 yellow 

  plot add ball range group _x_6 black 

  plot add ball range group _x_7 yellow 

  plot add ball range group _x_8 black 

  plot add ball range group _x_9 yellow 

  plot add ball range group _x_10 black 

 end_command 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def fix_spin 

 angx = 0.0 

 angy = 0.0 

 angz = 0.0 

 command 

  ini xsp angx ysp angy zsp angz 

  fix xsp 

  fix ysp 

  fix zsp 

 end_command 

end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

def angular 

 while_stepping 

 ang_count = ang_count+1 

 if ang_count>=10 

  command 

   free xsp 

   free ysp 

   free zsp 

  end_command 

  ang_count=0 

 else 

  if ang_count<=1 

   fix_spin 

  end_if 

 end_if 
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end 

; ---------------------------------------------------- 

col_code 

get_ss_jacket 

init_strain 

SET z_servo=1 strain_rate = 0.1 ;3.447e6 = 500psi 

iterate  ; get all stresses to requested state 

cycle 10000 calm 10 

iterate 

save Eisotropic.sav 

ini xdisp 0.0 ydisp 0.0 zdisp 0.0  

init_strain 

set hist_rep = 10 

hist id = 3 stresses 

hist id = 5 Stress_axial 

hist id = 4 AxialStrain 

hist id = 6 LateralXStrain 

hist id = 7 LateralYStrain 

hist id = 8 VolStrain 

set hist_rep = 10 

plot create TriaxialTest 

plot set title text "Axial Stress vs. Strain" 

plot set back white 

plot history 5 vs -4 

plot create VolumetricStrain 

plot set title text "Volumetric Strain vs. Axial Strain" 

plot set back white 

plot history 8 vs -4 

set z_servo=0  

set _close = 1 limit = 2e-2 

accel_platens 

cycleload 

save 2pct-strain.sav 

set _close = 1 limit = 2e-2 

accel_platens 

cycleload 

save 4pct-strain.sav 

set _close = 1 limit = 2e-2 

accel_platens 

cycleload 

save 6pct-strain.sav 

set _close = 1 limit = 2e-2 

accel_platens 
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cycleload 

save 8pct-strain.sav 

set _close = 1 limit = 2e-2 

accel_platens 

cycleload 

save 10pct-strain.sav 

history write -4 5 6 7 8 file "hists.xls" 

crk_makeview 

save Eshear.sav 
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APPENDIX B 

This section contains the Matlab code functions used to calculate the volume of 

intersection of a sphere and a cube. 

File Name : integral.m 

 

Calculation of integral 

 

function limit = integral(l,m,z,R) 

t1 = sqrt(R^2-l^2-z^2); 

t2 = sqrt(R^2-m^2-z^2); 

integral_1 = -(2/3.0)*l*z*t1 - (1/3.0)*z*(z^2-3*R^2)*atan(t1/l); 

integral_2 = (1/3.0)*l*(3*R^2-l^2)*atan(-z/t1)+(2/3.0)*R^3*atan(l*z/(R*t1)); 

integral_3 = 2*l*m*z - (2/3.0)*m*z*t2 + (1/3.0)*z*(z^2-3*R^2)*atan(m/t2); 

integral_4 = (1/3.0)*m*(3*R^2-m^2)*atan(-z/t2) + (2/3.0)*R^3*atan(m*z/(R*t2)); 

limit = integral_1+integral_2+integral_3+integral_4; 

File Name : cases.m 

 

Choosing the case to assess the location of the sphere with respect to the cube 

 

function por = cases(x,y,z,r,a,b,Vt) 

V=0; 

j=1; 

for i=1:length(x) 

    flag = 0; 

    flagxyz = 0; 

    Vp = (4/3.0)*pi*r(i)^3; 

        if((x(i)-r(i))>a(1)) 

        if((x(i)+r(i))<b(1)) 

            flag=flag+0; 

        else 

            if((x(i)-r(i))<b(1)) 

                flag=flag+1; 

                flagxyz=flagxyz+100; 

            else 

                flag=-1; 

                continue; 

            end 

        end 
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    else 

        if((x(i)+r(i))>a(1)) 

            flag=flag+1; 

            flagxyz=flagxyz+200; 

        else 

            flag=-1; 

            continue; 

        end 

    end 

    if((y(i)-r(i))>a(2)) 

        if((y(i)+r(i))<b(2)) 

            flag=flag+0; 

        else 

            if((y(i)-r(i))<b(2)) 

                flag=flag+1; 

                flagxyz=flagxyz+10; 

            else 

                flag=-1; 

                continue; 

            end 

        end 

    else 

        if((y(i)+r(i))>a(2)) 

            flag=flag+1; 

            flagxyz=flagxyz+20; 

        else 

            flag=-1; 

            continue; 

        end 

    end 

    if((z(i)-r(i))>a(3)) 

        if((z(i)+r(i))<b(3)) 

            flag=flag+0; 

        else 

            if((z(i)-r(i))<b(3)) 

                flag=flag+1; 

                flagxyz=flagxyz+1; 

            else 

                flag=-1; 

                continue; 

            end 

        end 

    else 
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        if((z(i)+r(i))>a(3)) 

            flag=flag+1; 

            flagxyz=flagxyz+2; 

        else 

            flag=-1; 

            continue; 

        end 

    end 

    switch flag 

        case 0 

            V = V + Vp; 

        case 1 

            switch flagxyz 

                case 1 

                    h=r(i)+b(3)-z(i); 

                    V = V + pi*(3*r(i)*h-h^2)*h/3.0; 

                case 2 

                    h=r(i)+z(i)-a(3); 

                    V = V + pi*(3*r(i)*h-h^2)*h/3.0; 

                case 10 

                    h=r(i)+b(2)-y(i); 

                    V = V + pi*(3*r(i)*h-h^2)*h/3.0; 

                case 20 

                    h=r(i)+y(i)-a(2); 

                    V = V + pi*(3*r(i)*h-h^2)*h/3.0; 

                case 100 

                    h=r(i)+b(1)-x(i); 

                    V = V + pi*(3*r(i)*h-h^2)*h/3.0; 

                case 200 

                    h=r(i)+x(i)-a(1); 

                    V = V + pi*(3*r(i)*h-h^2)*h/3.0; 

                otherwise 

                    disp('Error1') 

            end 

        case 2 

            switch flagxyz 

                case 11 

                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = y(i)-b(2); 

                case 12 

                    l = a(3)-z(i); 

                    m = y(i)-b(2); 

                case 21 
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                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = a(2)-y(i); 

                case 22 

                    l = a(3)-z(i); 

                    m = a(2)-y(i); 

                case 101 

                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 102 

                    l = a(3)-z(i); 

                    m = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 110 

                    l = y(i)-b(2); 

                    m = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 120 

                    l = a(2)-y(i); 

                    m = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 201 

                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = a(1)-x(i); 

                case 202 

                    l = a(3)-z(i); 

                    m = a(1)-x(i); 

                case 210 

                    l = y(i)-b(2); 

                    m = a(1)-x(i); 

                case 220 

                    l = a(2)-y(i); 

                    m = a(1)-x(i); 

                otherwise 

                    disp('Error2') 

            end 

            n1 = -sqrt(r(i)^2-l^2-m^2); 

            n2 = -n1;  

            if imag(n1)~=0 

                h1 = r(i)-l; 

                h2 = r(i)-m; 

                V = V + pi*(3*r(i)*h1-h1^2)*h1/3.0 + pi*(3*r(i)*h2-h2^2)*h2/3.0; 

            else 

                V = V + abs(integral(l,m,n2,r(i))-integral(l,m,n1,r(i))); 

            end 

        case 3 

            switch flagxyz 
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                case 111 

                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = y(i)-b(2); 

                    n1 = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 112 

                    l = a(3)-z(i); 

                    m = y(i)-b(2); 

                    n1 = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 121 

                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = a(2)-y(i); 

                    n1 = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 122 

                    l = a(3)-z(i); 

                    m = a(2)-y(i); 

                    n1 = x(i)-b(1); 

                case 211 

                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = y(i)-b(2); 

                    n1 = a(1)-x(i); 

                case 212 

                    l = a(3)-z(i); 

                    m = y(i)-b(2); 

                    n1 = a(1)-x(i); 

                case 221 

                    l = z(i)-b(3); 

                    m = a(2)-y(i); 

                    n1 = a(1)-x(i); 

                case 222 

                    l = a(2)-y(i); 

                    m = a(3)-z(i); 

                    n1 = a(1)-x(i); 

                otherwise 

                    disp('Error3') 

            end 

            n2 = sqrt(r(i)^2-l^2-m^2); 

            if imag(n2)~=0 

                h1 = (r(i)-l); 

                h2 = (r(i)-m); 

                h3 = (r(i)-n1); 

                V = V + (pi*(3*r(i)*h1-h1^2)*h1/3.0) + (pi*(3*r(i)*h2-h2^2)*h2/3.0) + 

(pi*(3*r(i)*h3-h3^2)*h3/3.0); 

            else 
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                V = V + abs(integral(l,m,n2,r(i))-integral(l,m,n1,r(i))); 

            end 

        otherwise 

            disp('Error-Main') 

    end 

    X(j)=x(i); 

    Y(j)=y(i); 

    Z(j)=z(i); 

    R(j)=r(i); 

    j=j+1; 

end 

Vc = 0; 

for k=1:j-1 

    xc=X(k); 

    yc=Y(k); 

    zc=Z(k); 

    rc=R(k); 

    for i=1:j-1 

        if i~=k 

            d=sqrt((X(i)-xc)^2+(Y(i)-yc)^2+(Z(i)-zc)^2); 

            if d<(rc+R(i)) 

                xp = (d^2-R(i)^2+rc^2)/(2*d); 

                hc = rc-xp; 

                hi = R(i) + xp - d;                 

                Vc1 = pi*(3*rc*hc-hc^2)*hc/3.0; 

                Vc2 = pi*(3*R(i)*hi-hi^2)*hi/3.0; 

                Vc = Vc + (Vc1+Vc2)/2.0; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

V = V-Vc; 

por = abs(1-V/Vt); 

 

APPENDIX C 

 This section contains the pore network modeling codes used for the current 

project. These codes have been modified versions of the codes acquired from Javad 

Behseresht a PhD student in the department of petroleum engineering. 

 

File Name: Perm_Pack_Sphere.m 
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This file is the master file for permeability value calculation. This file calls the different 

functions used. 

 

clc 

clear all 

close all 

 

load pack_loc.txt -ascii; 

test=pack_loc; 

 

r=test(:,4); 

x=test(:,1); 

y=test(:,2); 

z=test(:,3); 

 

CV_factor = 2.*max(r);      % Control Volume Factor 

 

x_min = min(x); 

x_max = max(x); 

xmin = x_min + CV_factor; 

xmax = x_max - CV_factor; 

 

y_min = min(y); 

y_max = max(y); 

ymin = y_min + CV_factor; 

ymax = y_max - CV_factor; 

 

z_min = min(z); 

z_max = max(z); 

zmin = z_min + CV_factor; 

zmax = z_max - CV_factor; 

 

X=x; 

Y=y; 

Z=z; 

R=r; 

 

%% Tesselation 

Tes=delaunay3(X,Y,Z); 

Original_Tessel=Tes; 

X_Tes=X(Tes);       %coordinates of the spheres forming the tetrahedron referred by 

index Tes 
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Y_Tes=Y(Tes); 

Z_Tes=Z(Tes); 

R_max = 0.5*(min([(x_max-x_min),(y_max-y_min),(z_max-z_min)])); 

Rmax = R_max - CV_factor; 

Rmax = 12*max(R); 

T = []; 

for i = 1:length(Tes) 

    R_Pore(i) = sqrt(mean(X(Tes(i,:)))^2+mean(Y(Tes(i,:)))^2+mean(Z(Tes(i,:)))^2); 

    if R_Pore(i)<=Rmax 

        T = [T i]; 

    end 

end 

Tes = Tes(T,:); 

save Sphere_Tes_Pack.txt Tes -ascii; 

%Mesh = [X Y Z]; 

%tetramesh(Original_Tessel, Mesh); 

%% calculating pore centers 

Pores_Centers=zeros(length(Tes),3); 

for i=1:length(Tes) 

    Pores_Centers(i,:)=[mean(X(Tes(i,:))),mean(Y(Tes(i,:))),mean(Z(Tes(i,:)))]; 

end 

save Sphere_P_C_Pack.txt Pores_Centers -ascii; 

%% Finding Neighbors, 

Finding_Neighbors; 

save Sphere_Neighbors_Pack.txt neighbor_cells -ascii; 

for i=1:length(neighbor_cells) 

    Pores_Dist(i,:)=[norm(Pores_Centers(i,:)-

Pores_Centers(max(neighbor_cells(i,1),1),:)),norm(Pores_Centers(i,:)-

Pores_Centers(max(neighbor_cells(i,2),1),:)),... 

        norm(Pores_Centers(i,:)-

Pores_Centers(max(neighbor_cells(i,3),1),:)),norm(Pores_Centers(i,:)-

Pores_Centers(max(neighbor_cells(i,4),1),:))]; %#ok<AGROW> 

end 

save Sphere_P_Dist_Pack.txt Pores_Dist -ascii; 

%% Pore throat conductances 

assign_values_to_bonds=Insc_Radius(X,Y,Z,R,neighbor_cells,Tes); 

save Sphere_Inscribed_Values_Pack.txt assign_values_to_bonds -ascii; 

%% calculating throat conductances 

Throats_Cond=assign_values_to_bonds.^4./Pores_Dist; 

Throats_Cond(neighbor_cells==0)=0; 

save Sphere_Throats_Cond_Pack.txt Throats_Cond -ascii; 

%% Reopening files 

clear all; 
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Tes = load('Sphere_Tes_Pack.txt'); 

Pores_Centers = load('Sphere_P_C_Pack.txt'); 

neighbor_cells = load('Sphere_Neighbors_Pack.txt'); 

Pores_Dist = load('Sphere_P_Dist_Pack.txt'); 

assign_values_to_bonds = load('Sphere_Inscribed_Values_Pack.txt'); 

Throats_Cond = load('Sphere_Throats_Cond_Pack.txt'); 

test = load('pack_loc.txt'); 

x=test(:,1); 

y=test(:,2); 

z=test(:,3); 

r=test(:,4); 

CV_factor = 2.*max(r);      % Control Volume Factor 

x_min = min(x); 

x_max = max(x); 

xmin = x_min + CV_factor; 

xmax = x_max - CV_factor; 

y_min = min(y); 

y_max = max(y); 

ymin = y_min + CV_factor; 

ymax = y_max - CV_factor; 

z_min = min(z); 

z_max = max(z); 

zmin = z_min + CV_factor/2.0; 

zmax = z_max - CV_factor/2.0; 

R_max = 0.5*(min([(x_max-x_min),(y_max-y_min),(z_max-z_min)])); 

Rmax = R_max - CV_factor; 

Rmax = 12*max(r); 

 

%% Distribution of spherical surface into areal elements 

Outer_Pores = []; 

for i=1:length(Tes) 

    R_Pore(i) = 

sqrt((Pores_Centers(i,1))^2+(Pores_Centers(i,2))^2+(Pores_Centers(i,3))^2); 

    if R_Pore(i) >= (Rmax-max(r)) 

        Outer_Pores = [Outer_Pores i]; 

    end 

end 

length(Outer_Pores) 

 

% conversion to spherical coordinates 

r_coord = Rmax; 

theta_coord = real(acosd(Pores_Centers(Outer_Pores,3)./Rmax)); 
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phi_coord = 

(180/pi)*(atan2(Pores_Centers(Outer_Pores,2),Pores_Centers(Outer_Pores,1))); 

 

for i = 1:length(phi_coord) 

    if phi_coord(i)<0.0 

        phi_coord(i)=phi_coord(i)+360; 

    end 

end 

 

del_theta = 30.; 

lat_max = 180./del_theta+1; 

for lat = 1:lat_max 

    k=1; 

    if ((lat~=1)&&(lat~=lat_max)) 

        high_theta = (2*lat-1)*del_theta/2.; 

        low_theta = (2*lat-3)*del_theta/2.; 

    else if lat~=1 

            high_theta = 180; 

            low_theta = 165; 

        else 

            high_theta = 15; 

            low_theta = 0; 

        end 

    end 

 

    for j=1:length(theta_coord) 

        if ((theta_coord(j)<high_theta)&&(theta_coord(j)>=low_theta)) 

            theta_pores(lat,k) = j; 

            k=k+1; 

        end 

    end 

end 

 

del_phi = [360 45 30 22.5 30 45 360]; 

n_long = [1 8 12 16 12 8 1]; 

for lat=1:lat_max 

    for i=1:n_long(lat) 

        phi_val_low = del_phi(lat)*(i-1); 

        phi_val_high = del_phi(lat)*i; 

        k=1; 

        j=1; 

        while (theta_pores(lat,j)>0.) 
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            if 

(phi_coord(theta_pores(lat,j))<phi_val_high)&&(phi_coord(theta_pores(lat,j))>=phi_val

_low) 

                phi_pores(lat,i,k) = theta_pores(lat,j); 

                k=k+1; 

            end 

            j=j+1; 

            if (j>length(theta_pores(lat,:))) 

                break; 

            end 

        end 

        n_pores(lat,i) = k-1; 

    end 

end 

%% Calculations 

% phi_pores contains the inlet and outlet pores 

mu = 0.001; 

Rmax = 12*max(r); 

L = 2*Rmax; 

dPdL = 1500; 

In_Pot = dPdL*L/2.; 

Out_Pot = -dPdL*L/2.; 

 

N_Pores = zeros(4,16); 

for lat = 1:ceil(lat_max/2) 

    if (lat~=1) 

        Area(lat) = 2*pi*Rmax^2*(cosd((2*lat-3)*del_theta/2.)-cosd((2*lat-

1)*del_theta/2.))/n_long(lat); 

    else 

        Area(lat) = 2*pi*Rmax^2*(1-cosd(del_theta/2.)); 

    end 

    for longitude = 1:n_long(lat) 

        In_Pores_Sphere = []; 

        Out_Pores_Sphere = []; 

        In_Pores_Sphere = phi_pores(lat,longitude,1:n_pores(lat,longitude)); 

        Out_index_lat = lat_max-lat+1; 

        Out_index_long = floor(n_long(lat)/2.)+longitude; 

        if Out_index_long>n_long(lat) 

            Out_index_long = Out_index_long-n_long(lat); 

        end 

        Out_index_n = n_pores(Out_index_lat,Out_index_long); 

        Out_Pores_Sphere = phi_pores(Out_index_lat,Out_index_long,1:Out_index_n); 

        N_Pores(lat,longitude,1:2) = [length(In_Pores_Sphere) length(Out_Pores_Sphere)]; 
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        In_Pores = []; 

        for i = 1:length(In_Pores_Sphere) 

            if In_Pores_Sphere(1,1,i)>0 

                In_Pores = [In_Pores Outer_Pores(In_Pores_Sphere(1,1,i))]; 

            end 

        end 

        Out_Pores = []; 

        for i = 1:length(Out_Pores_Sphere) 

            if Out_Pores_Sphere(1,1,i)>0 

                Out_Pores = [Out_Pores Outer_Pores(Out_Pores_Sphere(1,1,i))]; 

            end 

        end 

         

 F_Sphere=F_Gen(Throats_Cond,In_Pot,Out_Pot,In_Pores,Out_Pores,neighbor_cells); 

        G_Sphere=G_Gen(Throats_Cond,In_Pores,Out_Pores,neighbor_cells); 

        V_Sphere=G_Sphere\F_Sphere;   % Calculate the unknown values of the potentials 

        V_Sphere=full(V_Sphere); 

        N=size(neighbor_cells,1); % gets the size of our lattice (The number of all pores) 

        All_Unknown_Cells_Sphere=setdiff(1:N,[In_Pores Out_Pores]); 

        V_Total_Sphere=zeros(1,N); 

        V_Total_Sphere(All_Unknown_Cells_Sphere)=V_Sphere; 

        V_Total_Sphere(In_Pores)=In_Pot; 

        V_Total_Sphere(Out_Pores)=Out_Pot; 

        fake_neighbor_cells_Sphere=neighbor_cells; 

        fake_neighbor_cells_Sphere(fake_neighbor_cells_Sphere==0)=1; 

        Flows_Sphere=(V_Total_Sphere(fake_neighbor_cells_Sphere)-

repmat(V_Total_Sphere',1,4)).*Throats_Cond; 

        Flows_Sphere(neighbor_cells==0)=0; 

        Flows_In_Each_Node_Sphere = sum(Flows_Sphere,2); 

        Flow_In_Sphere=sum(Flows_In_Each_Node_Sphere(In_Pores)); 

        Flow_Out_Sphere=sum(Flows_In_Each_Node_Sphere(Out_Pores)); 

        Effective_conductance_of_the_network_Sphere = 

(abs(Flow_In_Sphere)+abs(Flow_Out_Sphere))/(2*abs(Out_Pot-In_Pot)); 

        K(lat,longitude) = 

(Effective_conductance_of_the_network_Sphere*mu*L/Area(lat))/1e-12 

        clear *_Sphere 

    end 

end 

save Perm_Pack_Sphere_Original.txt K -ascii; 

%% Completing Perm Matrix 

clear all; 

K = load('Perm_Pack_Sphere_Original.txt'); 
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n_long = [1 8 12 16 12 8 1]; 

lat_max = 7; 

for lat= 1:ceil(lat_max/2) 

    for longitude = 1:n_long(lat) 

        index_lat = lat_max-lat+1; 

        index_long = longitude+floor(n_long(lat)/2.); 

        if index_long>n_long(lat) 

            index_long = index_long - n_long(lat); 

        end 

        K(index_lat,index_long) = K(lat,longitude); 

    end 

end 

%% Interpolating for sphere3d compatible matrices 

for lat = 1:lat_max 

    Kinterp(lat,n_long(lat)+1) = K(lat,1); 

    for longitude=1:n_long(lat) 

        Kinterp(lat,longitude)=K(lat,longitude); 

    end 

end 

n_long_pack = n_long + 1; 

x_output = [180/max(n_long):360/max(n_long):360+180/max(n_long)]; 

for lat=2:lat_max-1 

    dx = 360/n_long(lat); 

    x_input = dx/2.:dx:360+dx/2.; 

    y_input = Kinterp(lat,1:n_long_pack(lat)); 

    yi = interp1(x_input,y_input,x_output,'spline'); 

    K_interp(lat,:) = yi; 

    clear x_input; 

    clear y_input; 

    clear yi; 

end 

K_interp(1,:) = repmat(Kinterp(1,1),1,length(x_output)); 

K_interp(lat_max,:) = repmat(Kinterp(1,1),1,length(x_output)); 

save Perm_Pack_Sphere_Interpolated.txt K_interp -ascii; 

 

File Name: Finding_Neighbors.m 

 

 

clc 

Tessel=Tes;   % we have a sample delauney tesselation in Tesel 

neighbor_cells=zeros(size(Tessel)); % initiate a matrix to store the 

%neighbors of each delauney cell 

%Corresponding_Throats=cell(size(Tessel)); 
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mean_R=mean(R); 

Cells_Location=[mean(X(Tes)');mean(Y(Tes)');mean(Z(Tes)')]'; 

for i=1:size(Tessel,1) % for each of the delauney cells do the following 

    Current_Location=repmat(Cells_Location(i,:),size(Tessel,1),1); 

    Dist=sqrt(sum(((Cells_Location-Current_Location).^2)')); 

    Draw_three_spheres=[Tessel(i,1:3);Tessel(i,[1,3,4]);Tessel(i,[1,2,4]);... 

        Tessel(i,2:4)]; % draws all choices of 3 out of 4 spheres constrcuting 

    %each delaunay cell! 

    neighbor_number=0;  % keeps track of number of neighbors for each 

    %cell 

    neighbor_candidates=find(Dist<3*mean_R); 

    flag=logical(zeros(4,1)); 

    neighbor_candidates(find(neighbor_candidates==i))=[]; 

    for j=1:4 

 

        %we should take each delauney cell itself out from the list of 

        %its candidate neighbor delauney cells 

 

        for ii=neighbor_candidates 

            %check if all the three spheres are in a included in 

            %another delauney cell 

 

            if ~isempty(find(Tessel(ii,:)==Draw_three_spheres(j,1))) 

                if ~isempty(find(Tessel(ii,:)==Draw_three_spheres(j,2))) 

                    if ~isempty(find(Tessel(ii,:)==Draw_three_spheres(j,3))) 

                        neighbor_number=neighbor_number+1; % we have found a neighbor 

                        % so we increase the number of neighbors found so far 

                        neighbor_cells(i,neighbor_number)=ii; 

                        %Corresponding_Throats{i,neighbor_number}=Draw_three_spheres(j,:); 

                        flag(j)=1; 

                        break  % If a neighbor has been found it gets out of the 

                        %inner loop to next j 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

File Name: Insc_Radius.m 

 

function assign_values_to_bonds=Insc_Radius(X,Y,Z,R,neighbor_cells,Tes) 

values_assigned=zeros(size(neighbor_cells)); 

%Suppose we want to assign values from a uniform distribution between 5 and 
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%10 

%load sample2_Tess 

mean_R=mean(R); %#ok<NASGU> 

for i=1:size(neighbor_cells,1) 

    for j=1:4 

        if neighbor_cells(i,j)==0 

            continue; 

        end 

        if values_assigned(i,j)==0 

            Corresponding_Throats=intersect(Tes(i,:),Tes(neighbor_cells(i,j),:)); 

            x=X(Corresponding_Throats); 

            y=Y(Corresponding_Throats); 

            z=Z(Corresponding_Throats); 

            r=R(Corresponding_Throats); 

            %*********************************** 

            R1=r(1); 

            R2=r(2); 

            R3=r(3); 

            b=sqrt((x(3)-x(1))^2+(y(3)-y(1))^2+(z(3)-z(1))^2); %the length of the side 

            %"b" of the triangle (the side facing the coordinate x(2),y(2),z(2) 

            a=sqrt((x(3)-x(2))^2+(y(3)-y(2))^2+(z(3)-z(2))^2); %the length of the side 

            %"a" of the triangle (the side facing the coordinate x(1),y(1),z(1) 

            c=sqrt((x(2)-x(1))^2+(y(2)-y(1))^2+(z(2)-z(1))^2); %the length of the side 

            %"c" of the triangle (the side facing the coordinate x(3),y(3),z(3) 

            % the angles of the triangle calculated using the law of cosines 

            %Theta_A=acos((b^2+c^2-a^2)/(2*b*c)); 

            Theta_B=acos((a^2+c^2-b^2)/(2*a*c)); 

            %Theta_C=acos((b^2+a^2-c^2)/(2*b*a));  % all the angles are in radians 

            B=Theta_B; 

 

            sigma=[-R1^2-R2^2+c^2+2*R2*R1 

                -(-1+cos(B)^2)*(-R1^2-R2^2+c^2+2*R2*R1)^3*a^2*(-

c^2*R2^2+R1^2*R2^2+2*R2^2*cos(B)*c*a+2*c^2*R3*R2-2*R3*R2*R1^2-

2*R3*R2^2*R1-c^2*R3^2+R3^2*R2^2+4*R3^2*R2*R1+R3^2*R1^2+a^2*c^2-

a^2*R2^2-a^2*R1^2+R3^4+a^4-2*R3^3*R2-2*R1*R3^3-

2*c*a^3*cos(B)+2*c*cos(B)*R3^2*a-4*R2*cos(B)*c*R3*a-

2*R3^2*a^2+2*R2*a^2*R3+2*a^2*R3*R1)]; 

            atan_arg=(5*R1^2*R2^5*a^2+10*R1^4*R2^3*a^2+R1^5*a^4*cos(B)^2-

R1^6*R3*a^2-R2^5*a^4*cos(B)^2+R1^6*R2*a^2+c^6*R3*a^2+c^4*R2*a^4-

c^6*R2*a^2-c^2*R2^5*a^2-a^4*R1*c^4+R3^2*R1^5*a^2-R2^6*R1*a^2-

R3^2*R2^5*a^2+R2^6*R3*a^2-10*R1^3*R2^4*a^2-5*R1^5*R2^2*a^2-

5*a^4*R2^4*R1-10*a^4*R2^2*R1^3-

2*c^2*R2^3*a^4+2*a^4*R1^3*c^2+5*a^4*R2*R1^4+10*a^4*R2^3*R1^2+2*c^4*R2^
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3*a^2+12*R1^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^3*c^2+a^4*R2^5+R3^2*R1*c^4*a^2+c^6*a^2*cos

(B)^2*R2-c^4*a^4*cos(B)^2*R2-c^6*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3+c^4*a^4*cos(B)^2*R1-

R1^6*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2+R1^6*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3-R2^4*R3*c^2*a^2-

c^4*R2*R3^2*a^2-R2^2*R3*c^4*a^2-

R1^5*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3^2+R2^6*a^2*cos(B)^2*R1-

R2^6*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3+R2^5*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2+R2^5*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3^2-

a^4*R1^5-

c^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3^2*R1+c^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^4*R3+c^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3^2*R

2+R2^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^4*R3+5*R1^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3^2*R2-

10*R3^2*R2^3*R1^2*a^2-2*R3^2*R1^3*a^2*c^2+3*R1^2*R2*c^4*a^2-

6*R1^2*R2*a^4*c^2-3*R1^4*R2*a^2*c^2+10*R1^3*R2^2*c^2*a^2-

12*R1^2*R2^3*c^2*a^2-10*R1^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^3-10*R1^2*a^4*cos(B)^2*R2^3-

5*R1^4*a^4*cos(B)^2*R2-3*R1^2*R3*c^4*a^2+3*R1^4*R3*a^2*c^2-

5*R1^4*R3*R2^2*a^2+4*R1^5*R3*R2*a^2+5*R1^2*R3*R2^4*a^2-

2*R1^3*a^4*cos(B)^2*c^2+5*R1^5*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^2+6*c^2*R2^2*a^4*R1-

4*R2^5*R3*R1*a^2+2*R2^3*R3^2*c^2*a^2+10*R1^3*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^4+10*R1^3

*a^4*cos(B)^2*R2^2-2*R2^3*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^4+2*R2^3*a^4*cos(B)^2*c^2-

5*R2^5*a^2*cos(B)^2*R1^2+6*c^2*R2^4*R1*a^2-

5*c^4*R2^2*a^2*R1+5*R3^2*R2^4*R1*a^2-

5*R3^2*R2*R1^4*a^2+10*R3^2*R2^2*R1^3*a^2+5*R2^4*a^4*cos(B)^2*R1-

2*R2^3*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2*R3^2+6*R1^2*R2^2*c^2*R3*a^2+6*R1^2*R2*R3^2*c^2*

a^2-8*R1^3*R3*c^2*R2*a^2-

3*R1^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^4*R2+6*R1^2*a^4*cos(B)^2*c^2*R2+3*R1^2*a^2*cos(B)^2

*c^4*R3-6*c^2*R2^2*R3^2*R1*a^2-10*R1^3*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^2*R3^2-

10*R1^3*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2*R2^2-6*R1^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2*R3^2*R2-

4*R1^5*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3*R2-5*R1^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^4*R3-

3*R1^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2*R3+10*R1^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^3*R3^2+2*R1^3*a^2*cos

(B)^2*c^2*R3^2+4*c^4*R3*R2*a^2*R1+8*R1^3*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2*R3*R2+3*R1^4*

a^2*cos(B)^2*R2*c^2+5*R2^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*R1^4*R3-

4*c^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3*R2*R1+5*c^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*R2^2*R1-

6*R2^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*R1^2*c^2*R3-6*R2^2*a^4*cos(B)^2*c^2*R1-

5*R2^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3^2*R1+4*R2^5*a^2*cos(B)^2*R3*R1-

6*R2^4*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2*R1+6*R2^2*a^2*cos(B)^2*c^2*R3^2*R1+c*R2^2*sigma(

2)^(1/2)-a^2*c*sigma(2)^(1/2)-R1^2*a*cos(B)*sigma(2)^(1/2)-

R2^2*a*cos(B)*sigma(2)^(1/2)+c^2*a*cos(B)*sigma(2)^(1/2)-

2*c*R2*R3*sigma(2)^(1/2)+R3^2*c*sigma(2)^(1/2)+2*a*R2*R1*cos(B)*sigma(2)^(1/2

))/a/sin(B)/sigma(1)/(R1^3*a^3*cos(B)+R1^2*R2^3*c+c^3*R2*a^2+R2^4*R3*c-

c^3*R3*a^2-R3^4*R2*c+R3^4*R1*c-c*R2^4*R1+c*R2^3*a^2-a^4*R2*c-

R1^2*R3^3*c+a^4*R1*c-R2^3*a^3*cos(B)-3*R2^3*R3^2*c+3*R2^2*R3^3*c-

3*c^3*R2*R3^2+3*c^3*R2^2*R3-2*R1^2*a*cos(B)*c^2*R3+2*c*R2*R3*a^2*R1-

c^3*R2^3+R1^2*R3*a^2*c-

R1^2*R2*a^2*c+R2^3*a*cos(B)*c^2+R2^3*a*cos(B)*R3^2-R2^4*a*cos(B)*R3-

R1^3*a*cos(B)*R3^2-
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c^4*R2*a*cos(B)+c^4*a*cos(B)*R3+R2^4*a*cos(B)*R1+c^2*a^3*cos(B)*R2-

R1^4*R2*a*cos(B)+R1^4*a*cos(B)*R3-c^2*a^3*cos(B)*R1+c^3*R3^3-

c^2*a*cos(B)*R3^2*R2+c^2*a*cos(B)*R3^2*R1-

3*R1^2*R2^2*c*R3+3*R1^2*R2*R3^2*c-3*R2^2*R3*a^2*c-

2*c*R2*R3^3*R1+2*c*R2^3*R3*R1+2*R3^2*R2*a^2*c-

2*R3^2*R1*a^2*c+3*R1^3*R2^2*a*cos(B)+3*R2^2*a^3*cos(B)*R1-

3*R1^2*R2^3*a*cos(B)-3*R1^2*a^3*cos(B)*R2-3*R2^2*a*cos(B)*R3^2*R1-

2*R1^3*R3*a*R2*cos(B)+2*R1^2*R2*c^2*a*cos(B)+2*R2^3*R3*a*R1*cos(B)-

3*c^2*R2^2*a*R1*cos(B)+3*R1^2*a*cos(B)*R3^2*R2+2*c^2*R3*a*R2*R1*cos(B)-

sigma(2)^(1/2)); 

            B1= atan(atan_arg); 

            cumulative_r=(R1^2-R2^2-c^2+2*c*R2*cos(B1))/(2*R2-2*R1-2*c*cos(B1)); 

            %************************************ 

            values_assigned(i,j)=cumulative_r; 

            

values_assigned(neighbor_cells(i,j),neighbor_cells(neighbor_cells(i,j),:)==i)=cumulative

_r; 

        end 

    end 

end 

assign_values_to_bonds=values_assigned; 

 

File Name: F_Gen.m 

 

function F=F_Gen (Throats_Cond,In_Pot,Out_Pot,In_Pores,Out_Pores,Neighbors) 

% this function develops the matrix F using the input matrix of 

% conductances 

N=size(Neighbors,1); % gets the size of our lattice (The number of all pores) 

N_Unknowns=N-length(In_Pores)-length(Out_Pores); % Number of Unknowns 

%F=zeros(N_Unknowns,1);  % initiates the F matrix, with a zero matrix, with size 

% N-length(In_Pores)-length(Out_Pores) equal to the number of unknowns 

All_Unknown_Cells = setdiff(1:N,[In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)']); 

%Logical_Boundary_Cells = false(1,N_Unknowns); 

Boundary_Cells = Neighbors([In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)'],:); 

Boundary_Cells = Boundary_Cells(:)'; 

%eliminating the elements of the In_Pot and Out_Pot and 0 form the 

%Boundary_Cells 

Boundary_Cells=setdiff(Boundary_Cells,[In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)' 0]); 

[Data Corresponding_Index]=intersect(All_Unknown_Cells,Boundary_Cells); 

%Data=sort(Boundary_Cells 

%Logical_Boundary_Cells(Corresponding_Index)=1; 

%content=ones(1,length(Boundary_Cells)); 

%to change the values i_th values of the F matrix to a value other than 
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%zero, because they are connected to a constant potential through a 

%conductance 

iii=Corresponding_Index; 

jjj=ones(1,length(iii)); 

i=Data; 

nn=1; 

%col=1; 

%to change the values i_th values of the F matrix to a value other than 

%zero, because they are connected to a constant potential through a 

%conductance 

cont=zeros(size(jjj)); 

for i=i 

    temp_neighbors=Neighbors(i,:); 

    connected_In_Pores=intersect(In_Pores,temp_neighbors); 

    cont(nn)=0; 

    for k=1:length(connected_In_Pores) 

        %sets the corresponding value of F 

        

cont(nn)=cont(nn)+In_Pot*Throats_Cond(i,Neighbors(i,:)==connected_In_Pores(k)); 

    end 

    connected_Out_Pores=intersect(Out_Pores,temp_neighbors); 

    for k=1:length(connected_Out_Pores) 

        %sets the corresponding value of F 

        

cont(nn)=cont(nn)+Out_Pot*Throats_Cond(i,Neighbors(i,:)==connected_Out_Pores(k)); 

    end 

    nn=nn+1; 

end 

%All_Unknown_Cells 

F=sparse(iii,jjj,cont,N_Unknowns,1); 

 

File Name: G_Gen.m 

 

function G=G_Gen (Throats_Cond,In_Pores,Out_Pores,Neighbors) 

% this function develops the conductance matrix using the input matrix of 

% conductances 

N=size(Neighbors,1); % gets the size of our lattice (The number of all pores) 

N_Unknowns=N-length(In_Pores)-length(Out_Pores); % Number of Unknowns 

%G=single(zeros(N*(N-2)));  % initiates the G matrix, with a zero matrix, with size 

%count1=5*N^2-14*N+4;   % number of nonzero elements in matrix G 

% iii takes care of the rows of nonzero elements in G 

% jjj takes care of the columns of nonzero elements in G 

%cont=ones(1,count1); 
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%n_row=N_Unknowns; % number of rows in G 

%n_col=N_Unknowns;   % number of columns in G 

All_Unknown_Cells=setdiff(1:N,[In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)']); 

%Logical_Boundary_Cells=false(1,N_Unknowns); 

%Boundary_Cells=Neighbors([In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)'],:); 

%Boundary_Cells=Boundary_Cells(:)'; 

%eliminating the elements of the In_Pot and Out_Pot and 0 form the 

%Boundary_Cells 

%Boundary_Cells=setdiff(Boundary_Cells,[In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)' 0]); 

[Data Corresponding_Index]=intersect(All_Unknown_Cells,1:N); %#ok<NASGU> 

nn=1; %keeps track of indexes in iii and jjj 

cont=zeros(N,1); 

iii=cont; 

jjj=cont; 

for counter2 = 1:N_Unknowns 

    temp_neighbors=Neighbors(Data(counter2),:); 

    In_Out_Pores_Connected=intersect(temp_neighbors,[In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)']); 

    temp_neighbors=setdiff(temp_neighbors,[In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)' 0]); 

    cont(nn)=0; 

    for j=In_Out_Pores_Connected 

        cont(nn)=cont(nn)+Throats_Cond(Data(counter2),Neighbors(Data(counter2),:)==j); 

    end 

    for j=temp_neighbors 

        cont(nn)=cont(nn)+Throats_Cond(Data(counter2),Neighbors(Data(counter2),:)==j); 

    end 

    iii(nn)=counter2; 

    jjj(nn)=counter2; 

    nn=nn+1; 

    %temp_neighbors=setdiff(temp_neighbors,[In_Pores(:)' Out_Pores(:)' 0]); 

    for j=temp_neighbors 

        cont(nn)=-Throats_Cond(Data(counter2),Neighbors(Data(counter2),:)==j); 

        iii(nn)=counter2; 

        jjj(nn)=find(All_Unknown_Cells==j); 

        nn=nn+1; 

    end 

end 

G=sparse(iii,jjj,cont,N_Unknowns,N_Unknowns); 
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